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Background 

The Board of Regents discussed a report titled “Future University Models” at their August 

2015 meeting. That discussion resulted in the appointment of a committee to oversee development 

of a new governance, funding, and operations model for the University Center-Sioux Falls (UC-

SF). The Board of Regents approved an MOU outlining the new model at the March-April 2016 

meeting. Regents, the Executive Director, and the presidents of the partner institutions also agreed 

that further study needed to occur to align programming with regional needs in Sioux Falls and to 

complete a strategic planning process. 

 

In March of 2017, the consulting firm of FutureWorks began work on behalf of the UC-SF 

and the Sioux Falls community to: 

 

 Offer a new mission and vision for UC-SF;  

 Complete a post-secondary needs analysis to determine market potential and 

education needs of residents and employers in the Sioux Falls area; and  

 Provide a three-year business plan with action steps to achieve the new mission and 

vision.  

 

FutureWorks issued their final report June 1, 2017. The report, University Center-Sioux 

Falls Strategic Plan: Redefining Pathways into Postsecondary Education for the Sioux Falls 

Region, is attached. 

 

Report Summary 

Through discussions with stakeholders at universities and the community, FutureWorks 

identified several organizing principles for the UC-SF as it moves forward: UC-SF must be 

community-facing by working with local employers and community organizations, must offer 

demand-driven programming focusing on the certificate and associate degree levels, and must be 

student-centered by emphasizing services, policies, and procedures that lead to student success. 
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In addition, the report identified strong opportunities for the UC-SF to increase enrollment. 

These findings related to the growing regional economy centered in Sioux Falls, high demand for 

workers educated at the associate degree level, lack of an existing strong postsecondary presence 

in Sioux Falls, and opportunities to better serve demographic populations that have not 

traditionally participated in postsecondary education. 

 

The report offers eight primary recommendations. Many of the recommendations affirm 

the decisions made in enacting the current MOU and the progress made at the UC-SF since March 

of 2017. Recommendations that align with the existing MOU include continued involvement of 

the Sioux Falls community with UC-SF, greater emphasis on certificate and associate degree 

credentials in the Sioux Falls region, and efforts to lower cost of enrollment at the UC-SF. In 

addition, FutureWorks makes new recommendations that will ultimately require Board 

consideration and action. Further details on each of the following primary recommendations are 

available within the attached report on the indicated page number: 

 

1. Create a New University Center focused sharply on program offerings with labor 

market relevance and in high demand fields, and offers greater postsecondary access to 

Sioux Falls’ diverse population. (p. 15-16) 

 

2. Develop associate degrees and related academic programming that give students 

maximum flexibility for careers and pathways to education. (p. 16-17) 

 

3. Build innovative, collaborative relationships with other postsecondary institutions to 

serve Sioux Falls education needs and make higher education available and accessible 

locally. (p. 17-18) 

 

4. Develop a student-centered organization and make student success the organizing 

principle of programs and services. (p. 18) 

 

5. Create a new Community Strategy and Steering Board to guide the New UC. (p. 19) 

 

6. Create a clearer and closer operating partnership with the University of South Dakota. 

(p. 19-20) 

 

7. Target growth for a New UC to serve substantially more Sioux Falls area residents. (p. 

20-22) 

 

8. Implement a new tuition, cost, and revenue model for the New UC. (p. 22) 
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This report was prepared by FutureWorks for the University of South Dakota, University Center-
Sioux Falls, Sioux Falls Development Foundation and Sioux Falls Area Community Foundation.  
FutureWorks is a research and policy organization that focuses on innovation in regional 
economic development and education. 
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University Center-Sioux Falls Strategic Plan: 
Redefining Pathways into Postsecondary 
Education for the Sioux Falls Region  
 

Executive Summary 

 
Overview 
 
Sioux Falls is the center of South Dakota’s growing economy.  With large concentrations of employment 
in health care, retail, hospitality and tourism, business and finance, and manufacturing, Sioux Falls is 
home to thirty percent of the state’s population and thirty-four percent of its employment base.  
Unemployment is at record lows and employee demand at record highs in the region.  
 
Sioux Falls’ employers struggle to fill jobs in many sectors due to workforce shortages in key areas.  
Employment demand is particularly high in jobs at the sub-baccalaureate level where many positions go 
unfilled.  At the same time, approximately one-third of Sioux Falls high school graduates fail to enroll in 
college within 16 months of graduation while a large cohort of working adults with high school degrees 
have no postsecondary credentials.  Recent analysis of the Sioux Falls economy indicates that without 
concerted action, shortages of talent will curtail growth.  Clear actions are needed to address this 
mismatch, boost the region’s workforce skills and availability, and build individual prosperity for a 
growing, diverse population. 
 
Civic leaders and employers place heightened attention on the availability of educational resources in 
the Sioux Falls region because of these local conditions.  Sioux Falls does not have a major public 
postsecondary institution that calls the region its home.  In part as a response, the South Dakota Board 
of Regents created the University Center-Sioux Falls (UC-SF) as a partnership of three public universities 
that primarily deliver Bachelor’s degree programs in the region.  This report focuses on the University 
Center’s role providing access to and increasing the supply of postsecondary education to fill the talent 
gap in the greater Sioux Falls region.  
 
The civic and business communities and education leaders recognize that the University Center-Sioux 
Falls is an important but underutilized educational asset.  There is significant interest in restructuring the 
current model of the University Center to meet the region’s workforce needs, tap into new labor pools, 
build the prosperity of residents, and contribute to continued growth in the region.  UC-SF leadership, 
along with community organizations, hired FutureWorks to facilitate a strategic planning process with 
internal leadership and external stakeholders to: 
 

▪ Offer a new mission and vision for UC-SF;  
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▪ Complete a post-secondary needs analysis to determine market potential and education needs 
of residents and employers in the Sioux Falls area; and 

▪ Provide a three-year business plan with action steps to achieve the new mission and vision. 

 
 
The Case for a New University Center 
The University Center-Sioux Falls currently delivers degree programs in whole or in part on behalf of 
three public universities (University of South Dakota, South Dakota State University and Dakota State 
University).  These partners are signatories to an operating and management agreement for the 
University Center.  Despite the availability of higher education through UC-SF, enrollment is in decline 
and there are concerns from the community that the UC is not reaching its potential.  Employer, civic, 
and community leaders believe that the UC needs to be more responsive to regional labor market 
demand and find better ways to meet the educational needs of a growing, diverse local population.   
 
Among the most pressing concerns: 
 

▪ Sioux Falls lacks a strong, public postsecondary presence despite holding significant importance 
in the state economy; 

▪ The growing regional economy requires substantially more educational capacity to develop skills 
and talent at multiple levels and especially skills at the sub-baccalaureate or associate degree 
levels; 

▪ Lack of skilled, entry and mid-level talent threatens to hamper overall regional economic growth 
both for existing employers and new firms considering moving into the region; 

▪ The current pipeline of postsecondary education does not offer well-defined or easily navigable 
pathways so that people can develop needed skills and can realize their aspirations; 

▪ Local postsecondary resources are not serving enough first-generation college students or 
immigrant populations who would benefit from postsecondary credential attainment; 

▪ Sioux Falls needs more ways to support individual prosperity by enhancing the ability of 
residents to achieve educational goals quickly and affordably. 
 

Regional labor market and education needs   
An important theme that emerged from FutureWorks’ analysis and interviews is the rapid shift in the 
diversity of the local population.  Decline in white population in younger cohorts and increases among 
other racial, ethnic and foreign-born groups has had a 
dramatic impact on the current demographic mix. The 
current make up of students in the K-12 system means 
the diversity of the working age population will 
increase markedly in the coming decade.  Overall, the 
population groups increasing most rapidly in Sioux 
Falls are those with less educational attainment.  They 
also experience the least success moving through 
traditional postsecondary education systems.  Sioux 
Falls’ civic and economic leadership have a clear 
priority and desire to open and develop pathways into 
postsecondary education for as many area residents as 
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possible.  Several recommendations in this report target increased access and educational success for 
the region’s growing, diverse population groups. 
 

FutureWorks’ labor market analysis also 
compared the demand for employment 
in jobs that required some 
postsecondary education with the supply 
of degrees granted by area higher 
education institutions.  The analysis 
confirmed what local leaders observe: 
there is significant unmet demand in the 
Sioux Falls region-- particularly at the 
sub-baccalaureate level--in healthcare, 
business and finance, manufacturing, 
computers, and information technology.   
 

Moreover, what emerges from the analysis of Sioux Falls’ educational opportunities is the relative lack 
of ‘capacity’ in two-year associate or certificate programs.  In other regions, community colleges fill that 
space and enroll significant numbers of students who intend to enter the labor market or transfer to a 
Bachelor’s program, or both.  In South 
Dakota, there are no community 
colleges or two-year public colleges 
other than the technical/occupation 
focused institutes such as Southeast 
Technical Institute.  Lack of robust 
programs and opportunities to gain 
associate degrees or certificates, or a 
pathway into education different than 
enrolling in a four-year residential 
institution, creates a significant gap in 
the region’s talent pipeline and a major 
barrier to educational access for 
residents of the Sioux Falls area. 

 
 
A New University Center 
The University Center can address gaps in the educational pipeline, increase access to postsecondary 
education in Sioux Falls, and create more labor market responsive programming by reimagining and 
reorganizing its operations.  A New University Center model, as described below, is an opportunity to 
build a suite of educational services that currently Sioux Falls does not have enough of.  It is also an 
opportunity to align programs and education access with the needs of both the regional economy and 
residents.   
 
Through interviews with stakeholders, discussion with a formal Steering Committee and Planning Group, 
and data from the needs analysis, several implications quickly surfaced upon which to organize a New 
University Center (New UC) model.  These include:  
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Projected Job Openings and Credential Completions by 
Occupational Category, 2016-2026
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Jobs requiring postsecondary education at a Bachelor's level credential. 
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Jobs requiring postsecondary education at an associate level or certificate.
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▪ The New UC must be community-facing 
o Local employers and community-based organizations will be integral to the New UC 

governance playing a significant role in programming and student services 
▪ The New UC must offer demand-driven programming 

o New certificate and associate degree programming will be informed by disciplined labor 
market and occupational analysis; employers will contribute to curriculum development 
and help define learning outcomes 

▪ The New UC must be student-centered 
o The New UC will implement a student-centered educational model that organizes policy 

and procedure with student needs in the forefront, helps students stay on track and 
reach their education and career goals through utilization of effective program designs, 
technology and intensive support services 

After review of several possible operating models for the UC-SF, the Steering Committee and Planning 
Group proposed a reimagined New University Center to take on “community college-like” functions that 
can better serve first-time college students, working adults, and employers; all while continuing to 
provide and develop options for four-year and graduate degree education.  Moving forward, leadership 
agreed that the New UC should build out two key solutions to its model: 
 

• Develop new, two-year postsecondary program and service functions to: 
 

o Address current workforce needs through associate degree programs, stackable 
certificates, and training to meet specific workforce skill needs 

 
o Provide students with ways to pursue degree paths through a general/liberal arts 

associate degree aimed at a four-year degree offered at University Center-Sioux Falls or 
transfer to a Board of Regents main campus or on-line program (or other four-year 
institution) 

 

• Continue to develop and strengthen options for four-year and graduate degrees to: 
 

o Ensure that all certificate and associate degree offerings provide clear paths that can 
lead to four-year and graduate degrees 

 
o Build a comprehensive educational pipeline through articulation agreements with 

Southeast Technical Institute, including B.A.S. degree(s) that recognize course credits 
earned by A.A.S. degreed students  
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A New University Center Mission and Vision 
With these points of clarity and agreement, leadership agreed that new statements of Mission, Vision 
and Value should be developed.  FutureWorks suggests the following Mission, Vision, and Value 
statements to guide the development and implementation of a New University Center model in Sioux 
Falls. 
 

 

 
  

 
New Mission 
The New University Center delivers career relevant postsecondary education to a diverse 
student body and employer community in Sioux Falls. We provide affordable, flexible 
programming enabling and supporting students to quickly achieve their educational goals. Our 
approach is student-centered and community-driven. 
 
New Vision 
The New University Center will drive individual prosperity and regional economic vitality by 
aligning student and employers’ goals.  
 
New Values 

▪ Student-centered approach to education policy and programs 
▪ Committed to access, affordability and student success 
▪ Focused on the needs of a diverse student body including first generation college 

students and working adults 
▪ Guided and counseled through close partnership with the Sioux Falls community 
▪ Driven by regional workforce demand and employer engagement 
▪ Focused on sustaining an educational culture to achieve high levels of student 

retention and completion 
▪ Dedicated to portability of credentials through articulation and collaboration with 

other educational institutions  
▪ Efficient and effective use of South Dakota regental institutions’ strengths and 

resources in building program offerings and educational pathways  
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Recommended Strategies 
Sioux Falls and the South Dakota Board of Regents have a remarkable opportunity to build a truly 
student-centered approach to postsecondary education as they embark on a new mission and vision for 
the University Center. The timing for initiating an innovative, student-centered approach for a New UC 
could not be better. At the national level, the past decade has given rise to mounting research and 
evidence regarding organizational supports and strategies that lead to student success. At the local 
level, business, community and higher education leaders have coalesced around the idea that the 
University Center needs to develop a new “community college-like” function in addition to providing 
options for four-year and graduate degrees.   
 
FutureWorks recommends that the UC undertake a significant reorganization in both structure and 
purpose. Through reorganization, the UC can realign its relationship with Sioux Falls, offer programming 
and the kinds of degrees and credentials that serve both the labor market and support the educational 
aspirations of residents, and play a significant role in reshaping the educational landscape—the talent 
pipeline--in Sioux Falls. 
 
To achieve this transformation, we recommend that the University Center, in partnership with the 
regental institutions and community, take the following steps: 
 

• Create a New University Center that is focused sharply on program offerings with labor market 

relevance and in high demand fields, and offers greater postsecondary access to Sioux Falls’ 

diverse population 1 

FutureWorks recommends UC-SF re-purpose and re-organize into a New University Center (New UC) 
operating model that focuses on building the talent pipeline and increasing access to postsecondary 
education in the Sioux Falls region.  At the core of this re-purposing is a focus and program emphasis 
on the development and delivery of associate level degree programs.  The programs should be 
designed to achieve maximum access and success for Sioux Falls’ growing, diverse population.   
Furthermore, the New UC should focus on education for middle-skill jobs which require 
postsecondary education and credentials, often at the associate degree level, that are responsive to 
occupational demand and shifts in the labor market.  Leadership at the New UC will need to validate 
and co-develop these programs of study with employer partners.  FutureWorks also recommends 
that the New UC strengthen its role providing access to bachelor’s level programming delivered by 
its partner organizations, a critical part of achieving greater overall postsecondary attainment in the 
region.     
 

• Develop associate degrees and related academic programming that give students maximum 

flexibility for careers and pathways to education   

A New UC will play a significant role in building out the Sioux Falls education and workforce pipeline 

by offering more associate level programs aligned with the regional economy.  The chart below 

                                                           
1 We use “New UC” as a placeholder name for a newly defined University Center.  A new name for the Center will 
be an important element of branding and marketing strategies. 
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shows sectors with 

high demand for 

talent and related 

fields of study.  We 

recommend that 

the New UC focus 

initial associate 

program and 

curricula design 

efforts in these 

areas and then 

extend into other 

high demand and 

high wage fields.  

Currently, the UC mainly offers bachelor degree programs and some associate level degrees 

provided through its partner institutions USD, DSU and SDSU.  We recommend that the New UC 

develop additional associate level programming directly and award degrees and certificates from 

USD/New UC (including General Studies/Liberal Arts).    

 

• Build innovative, collaborative relationships with other postsecondary institutions to serve Sioux 

Falls education needs and make higher education available and accessible locally 

With its location in the Discovery District, the New UC can offer coordination and space to USD, 
SDSU and DSU to sustain the universities’ abilities to offer classes leading to Bachelors and Masters 
degrees.  There is also considerable opportunity for collaboration with Southeast Technical Institute.  
Joint programs and robust articulation into New UC associate level programs will help Southeast 
Technical Institute offer more options to students and help students more easily pursue educational 
goals.  The formation of the new BAS in technology leadership is one example of what could become 
an education pathway through a series of institutional collaborations.   

 

• Develop a student-centered organization and make student success the organizing principle of 

programs and services 

A student-centered college is one in which student success drives organization and programming.  
The New UC has the opportunity -- from the beginning of the reorganization – to implement best 
practices in the field of two-year education that will help students develop clear educational 
purpose and pursue well-defined paths toward completion.  The New UC can and should 
significantly revamp student services to provide pro-active, comprehensive and integrated academic 
and career advising that keeps students on track to meet their educational goals.   

 
  

Industry Sector Fields of Study Occupations with Associate Requirements

Allied Health
Respiratory Therapist•Diagnostic Medical 

Sonographer•Radiologic Technologist•Cardiovascular 

Medical Laboratory Sciences Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians

Financial and Business 

Services
Finance and Business

Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks•Business 

Administration•Entrepreneurship•Logistics and Supply 

Chain Managment•Marketing

First-Line Supervisor and Production Management•

First-Line Supervisor and Managers, Maintenance•
Engineering Technician/Pre-engineering•Project 

Management•Automation•Robotics•Advanced Materials 

Welding•Technology Management and 

Leadership•Manager Quality Systems

Computer and IT Networking
Computer Network Support Specialist•Network 

Administration•Cyber Security

Computer User Support Specialist•Data Analytics

Programming Technician•Network Administration

NEW UC SUGGESTED PROGRAMS OF STUDY

Health Care

Information 

Technology
Computer and IT Programming

Advanced ManufacturingManufacturing
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• Create a new Community Strategy and Steering Board to guide the New UC 

We recommend that a Community Strategy and 

Steering Board be formed that is composed of 

representation from Sioux Falls area business, 

civic, and education communities.  The Board 

will help guide a New UC and closely link the 

operations and services of a New UC to the 

Sioux Falls regional economy and education 

needs and interests of the people of Sioux Falls.  

While the South Dakota Board of Regents and 

USD would have ultimate decision-making 

powers consistent with their statutory 

responsibilities, the Strategy and Steering 

Board should play a significant role in crafting 

the New UC as an institution responsive to 

Sioux Falls.  An agreement on roles and 

responsibilities should be developed with USD 

and used as guidance for the Board.   

 

 

 

• Create a clearer and closer operating partnership with the University of South Dakota 

While the current Memorandum of Understanding between USD, DSU and SDSU identifies USD as 

the lead managerial entity for the UC, 

we recommend that this agreement 

be strengthened to clarify USD’s role 

as the sole governing authority for the 

New UC.2   USD, under the purview of 

the South Dakota Board of Regents, 

should oversee the operations of the 

New UC and develop an array of 

needed certificate and associate 

degree programming at the New UC 

aligned with Sioux Falls’ needs.  This is 

a necessary step to provide USD a 

clear mandate and responsibility to 

re-shape and refocus the New UC.  

Other regental institutions will 

continue to offer programs and award 

                                                           
2 The Memorandum of Understanding provides for annual reviews and modification of the MOU subject to 
regental review.  This annual review is an opportunity to strengthen the understanding, clarify the role of USD, and 
build a more solid platform for collaboration among the regental institutions, particularly SDSU and DSU, in 
developing and delivering postsecondary programming through the New UC. 

University of 
South Dakota 

Community 
Strategy and 

Steering Board 

New UC-SF 
Executive 

Leadership 

Academic 
Degree 

Programs AA/AS 
and Certificates  

Student Success 
 Services 

Career and 
Labor Market 
Connections  

Accreditation, Administrative Services, Student information 
System, Financial Aid, Registration Systems, Bursar, Technology 

THE NEW UC AND THE RELATIONSHIP WITH USD  

Oversee overal 
direction for New UC

Ensure collaboration 
with USD 

Ensure alignment with 
Sioux Falls workforce 
and social priorities

Oversee program 
priorities with New UC 
Director

Oversee organizational 
characteristics with 
New UC Director

Maintain relationships 
with key constituent 
groups

Identify initial funding 
strategy 

Strategy and Steering 
Board Functions

Employers

Industry 
Associations

Community-Civic 
Organizations

Development 
Organizations

CIty

K-12 Education

Community Strategy 
and Steering Board
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degrees in partnership with the New UC.  These partners should be the institutions of first choice for 

program design and delivery if they can meet the intent of the mission, vision and values to serve 

Sioux Falls students and employers.   

 

• Target growth for a New UC to serve substantially more Sioux Falls area residents  

The New UC should plan to scale up operations and enrollment to serve more Sioux Falls residents.  
We project incremental enrollment increases beginning with approximately 400 students and 
achieving enrollment of 1,800 
students by year six.  FutureWorks 
estimates that the New UC, with a 
new associate degree and 
certificate focus, could achieve a 
FTE enrollment of about 2,500 
students (a headcount of 
approximately 4,000) as a target 
for steady-state operations after 
several years of growth.  
Enrollment projections will 
ultimately determine planning for 
facilities, staffing, and overall cost 
of operations.   
 

• Implement a new tuition, cost, and revenue model for the New UC 
Implementing plans for a New UC will require support during a start-up period and a revenue stream 
during initial growth, eventually reaching a steady-state of enrollments.  Because the New UC will 
focus on associate degree programming it will need a new revenue model based on the costs of 
enrolling, educating and serving two-year students.  This model will not be the same as revenue and 
cost models for four-year schools or universities.  Based on nationally derived estimates of 
expenditure/revenue-per-students for public two-year colleges, and the enrollment estimates 
developed for the New UC, expenditures for the New UC will range upwards of $5,000,000 in its 

early years of 
operations.  
The outer 
limits for a 
total budget 
to eventually 
serve 2,500 
FTE students 
– a steady 
state of 

operations – could potentially reach over $30,000,000.  Even so, some cost savings and efficiencies 
resulting from sharing USD operations and administrative functions could substantially reduce 
expenditure estimates.  The Board of Regents, USD, and the Sioux Falls community should develop a 
new tuition model, revenue development strategies and careful cost estimates to achieve required 
levels of support.  Of considerable importance is the sources of revenue for such an effort.  A 
distribution of potential revenue sources, based on national data for two-year institutions, is shown 
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in the full report.  Generating these funds for a New UC will be a challenge for educational 
leadership and civic leaders in Sioux Falls. 
 

Business Plan for Implementing a New UC 
Getting organized and gearing up to transform UC-SF and implement the new mission and vision is no 
small task.  It will require strong support from the educational and civic communities, adherence to a 
detailed business plan, and commitment from institutional leadership including the South Dakota Board 
of Regents.  The proposed changes will require new capacity, new staff expertise and additional financial 
resources.  Community and employer partners will need to make a long-term commitment to serving in 
active governance and advisory roles.  FutureWorks’ recommended business plan identifies key areas of 
governance, leadership, programming, student services, operations, and costs to develop the New UC 
and begin enrolling students.  Below we list major steps for each element of the business plan.  These 
are followed by a development and implementation timeline and task chart.   
 

• Governance—A New Partnership with the University of South Dakota   
o Review and amend/revise existing partnership memorandum of understanding 

governing the UC by three institutions of higher education 
o Prepare new language that reflects new relationships between USD and New UC and 

new mission for the New UC 
 

• Leadership---The Community Strategy and Steering Board 
o Immediately establish an Advisory group of business and community leaders to 

design/specify how the Community Strategy and Steering Board will function  
o Determine decision making authority relationship with USD 
o Develop organizational by-laws and written description of duties for Community 

Strategy and Steering Board 
o Develop criteria and begin nomination process for Board members 

 

• Programs of Study---Labor Market Relevance and Employer Engagement 
o Establish employer advisory group to validate new associate degree pathways 
o Select a limited number of new degree pathways with strong enrollment potential 

based on labor market demand 
o Create working-teams for each industry sector to assist with tasks of skill identification, 

curriculum development and identification of student learning outcomes 
 

• Workforce and Community Services---Professional and Continuing Education 
o Utilize employer advisory group to determine demand level for professional and 

continuing education offerings (non-credit) 
o Identify cadre of adjunct, industry-based instructors 

 

• Guided Pathways and Student Services---Organizing Services for Student Success 
o Form work team to assess current student services and advising function 
o Familiarize team with new, best practice in guided pathways and pro-active advising 

(convene experts and/or bring in technical assistance providers) 
o Develop operational plan for new student services model 
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• Operations--- Administration and Related Services 
o Identify the administrative, functional, and operational areas that will be administered 

exclusively by USD, those that will be administered by USD but delivered by the New UC, 
and those that should be wholly “owned” and delivered by the New UC   

o Design new operations with eye toward efficiency, unnecessary duplication, and 
responsive student services 

 

• Costs --- Estimates for Planning, Implementation, and Growth 
o Develop revenue to fund a 12-month planning and development phase that will include 

staffing, convening, and consultation with experts; estimated costs for this phase are 
between $300,000 and $350,000 

o Plan for an estimated total budget that will range upwards of $5,000,000 in early years 
of operations, using national average annual revenues/expenditures for two-year 
institutions of $12,952 per student  

o Estimated costs for the operating model beyond the planning and development phase 
will vary depending on projected enrollment, new program elements, and division of 
labor with USD 

o Once new programming and delivery approaches are designed, USD in partnership with 
the Strategy and Steering Board can refine cost projections and financial modeling and 
identify potential funding streams 

o Devising a fundraising strategy for student scholarships and new programming will be a 
key responsibility of the Community Strategy and Steering Board 

 

• Timeline --- Three Year Estimate for Development and Launch (See following pages for task 
description and timeline)  
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New
 UC Key Activities Developm

ent and Im
plem

entation:  Thirty-six M
onths
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onths Duration

M
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M
onths Year Tw

o
M
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M
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ing Pages for Detail) 
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
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19
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31
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Form
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and Certificates

Define Student Support Services

Establish Institutional Research and Effectiveness Capacity 

Launch M
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s
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ents

Review
 Year Tw

o Data, Assess, Change

End of Thirty-Six M
onth Report and Recom

m
endations 
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New UC Planning and Implementation 36 Month Task Chart 

Time Frame 
Start/Complete 

Task Description 

Month One-
Three 

1) Establish New UC (NUC) governance and leadership group 
a) Determine accreditation status, definitions of NUC, requirements 
b) Execute new MOU with USD, Regents and NUC Leadership 
c) Establish leadership working groups 

i) Community and education leaders 
ii) USD and NUC leadership and planning group 

d) Begin to select Community Strategy and Steering Board (form in months 5-
6)  

 

Month One-
Four 

2) Develop cost model for budgeting and fundraising  
a) Define funding sources 
b) Seek support and funding for  

i) planning and development  
ii) operations  

c) Develop new tuition model 
d) Prepare funding case statements 
 

Month Two-
Five 

3) Set scale and growth targets, years 1-5  
a) Years 1-5 
b) Estimate numbers of initial enrollments by program 
c) Identify faculty loading requirements 

 

Month Two-
Three 

4) Identify USD services, administration, and infrastructure provided to NUC 
a) See list of functional areas in full report, page 36 
b) Determine staffing levels based on enrollment  
 

Month Two-
Three 

5) Identify NUC infrastructure development needs (based on above) 
a) Balance of functional operations areas  
b) Financial Aid 
c) Bursar’s  
d) Technology 
e) Marketing 
f) Workforce services 
g) Academic Affairs 
h) Student Services 

 

Month Three-
Eighteen 

6) Finalize initial NUC program offerings for AA/AS/Certificates 
a) Health, IT, Advanced Manufacturing, Business and Financial Services  
b) Name employer guidance group for each 
c) Identify staffing and faculty needs based on targets 
d) Identify curricula needs 

i) Best practice 
ii) Employer engagement in curricular and course development 
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New UC Planning and Implementation 36 Month Task Chart 

Time Frame 
Start/Complete 

Task Description 

iii) Employer engagement in work-based learning and course delivery 
e) Identify and define Guided Pathway model for each 

i) Hold convening of Guided Pathway experts 
ii) Use best practice models 
iii) Use Guided Pathway experts to build out program design 

f) Assess and select program providers  
i) Define specifications  
ii) Develop capacity to deliver Guided Pathway models 
 

Month Four-
Eight Design 
and Planning; 
Month Six-
Twenty-Four 
Buildout and 
Initial Services 

7) Define student support services, student success model 
a) Assemble team of experts in student success service practices 

i) Purpose First model elements 
ii) Hold convening of experts 
iii) Designs for services—assessment, advising, counseling, planning. 

b) Identify staffing and infrastructure needs for support services 
i) Space 
ii) Staffing/professional development 
iii) Technology infrastructure 

c) Build out career center services and organization 
i) Define best practices to incorporate 
ii) Form advisory groups of employers and experts in key sectors 

(1) Build industry sector partnerships 
(2) Engage community and local education  

iii) Build Work-Based Learning and Internships based on sector 
partnerships 

iv) Identify technology needs 
(1) Career information tools 
(2) Labor market information 

v) Develop collaboration with local education, community services, and 
other postsecondary partners. 

 

Month twelve - 
Eighteen 

8) Establish institutional research and effectiveness capacity  
a) In collaboration with USD and Regents’ capacity 
b) Develop key outcome measures for New UC 
c) Data collection and reporting procedures 
d) Staffing/professional development 

 

Month Seven -
Ongoing 

9) Launch marketing for New UC, launch and ongoing 
a) Name and branding for New UC 
b) Collateral materials 
c) Staffing/professional development 
d) Enrollment and registration 
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New UC Planning and Implementation 36 Month Task Chart 

Time Frame 
Start/Complete 

Task Description 

Month 13-24 10) Begin first year courses in New UC AA/AS programs 

 11) Year one data collection and formative assessment 

Month 21-25 12) Review year one data, assess, change practices 

Month 25-36 13) Begin second year courses in New UC AA/AS programs 

 14) Year two data collection and formative assessment 

Month 33-37 15) Review year two data, assess, change practices 

Month 33-37 16) End of project (thirty-six months) report and recommendations 
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Introduction  
 
Sioux Falls is the center of South Dakota’s growing economy. With large concentrations of employment 
in health care, retail, hospitality and tourism, business and finance, and manufacturing, Sioux Falls is 
home to thirty percent of the state’s population and thirty-four percent of its employment base. 
Unemployment is at record lows and employee demand at record highs in the region.  
 
Sioux Falls’ employers struggle to fill jobs in many sectors due to workforce shortages in key areas.  
Employment demand is particularly high at the sub-baccalaureate level where many jobs go unfilled.  At 
the same time, approximately one-third of Sioux Falls high school graduates fail to enroll in college 
within 16 months of graduation while a large cohort of working adults with high school degrees have no 
postsecondary credentials.  Recent analysis of the Sioux Falls economy indicates that without concerted 
action, the region’s current growth trajectory is threatened.  Clear actions are needed to address this 
mismatch and boost the region’s workforce skills and availability. 
 
Civic leaders and employers focus heightened attention on the availability of educational resources in 
the Sioux Falls region because of these local conditions.  Sioux Falls does not have a major public 
postsecondary institution that calls the region its home.  In part as a response, the South Dakota Board 
of Regents created the University Center-Sioux Falls (UC-SF) as a partnership of three public universities 
that primarily deliver Bachelor’s degree programs in the region.  This report focuses on the University 
Center’s role providing access to and increasing the supply of postsecondary education to fill the talent 
gap in the greater Sioux Falls region.  
 
Community and education leaders recognize that the University Center-Sioux Falls is an important but 
underutilized educational asset.  There is significant interest in restructuring the current model of the 
University Center to meet the region’s workforce needs, tap into new labor pools, build the prosperity of 
residents, and contribute to continued growth in the region.  Leadership of UC-SF hired FutureWorks to 
facilitate a strategic planning process with internal leadership and external stakeholders designed to: 
 

▪ Offer a new mission and vision for UC-SF;  
▪ Complete a post-secondary needs analysis to determine market potential and education needs 

of residents and employers in the Sioux Falls area; and 
▪ Provide a three-year business plan with action steps to achieve the new mission and vision. 

 
As part of the strategic planning process, FutureWorks carried out research on the labor market and 
education needs of residents and employers in the region. We relied on existing reports and studies, 
interviews with a variety of community leaders, and used secondary and new data to complete the 
needs assessment that describes educational resources needed to better align with labor market 
demand.  The FutureWorks team also worked closely with a Steering Committee and Planning Group 
throughout the project.  These interactions were part of an iterative process to interpret FutureWorks’ 
findings and identify a new mission and direction for the University Center.  The final recommendations 
and business plan are very much rooted in the discussion and insights that were shared during the 
process.     
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The first part of the report begins by describing the case for strategic actions to strengthen the 
University Center, then details the results from the needs assessment, and ends with what emerged as 
the core principles and functions leaders say they want in a new University Center.  The second half of 
the report first lays out the recommended strategies to build a new University Center and then outlines 
the business plan to implement the strategies.  The business plan includes action steps and a timeline.  
The report contains an appendix covering the methodology, supporting data, and a list of participants 
involved in the interviews and process.  
 
 
 

The Case for a New University Center 
 
The University Center-Sioux Falls (UC) is part of an important, future-oriented corridor in Sioux Falls that 
runs along North Career Avenue.  At one end of the corridor is Southeast Technical Institute and the Zeal 
Center for Entrepreneurship.  At the other is the University Center, USD’s Graduate Education and 
Applied Research (GEAR) Center, and the Discovery District.  The UC currently delivers degree programs 
in whole or in part on behalf of three public universities who are signatories to the current operating 
and management agreement for the UC.  These are the University of South Dakota, South Dakota State 
University and Dakota State University.  These institutions and partnerships offer much promise for the 
development of the Sioux Falls region.   
 
Civic and business leaders view the University Center as a potentially important source of education and 
talent development for Sioux Falls.   At the same time, there are concerns that the UC is not reaching its 
potential.  One of the conclusions from the 2014 report by Maguire Associates is that the UC is at a 
crossroad, suffering from declining enrollments and revenue, and that “it has had success, but it has not 
yet fully realized its potential.”3 The 2015 Workforce Sustainability Analysis commissioned by Forward 
Sioux Falls states that structural funding, degree program availability and flexibility, and student-
attraction issues hamstring the UC.4   Enrollment data show that lost potential.  Undergraduate and 
graduate headcounts have declined at UC over the last six years, from a high of 2,041 in fall, 2010 to 
1,200 in fall, 2016.   
 
FutureWorks’ interviews and meetings with employers, civic leaders, education, and local officials 
largely reinforce these concerns.  There is a perceived lack of relevance of the UC to the region’s pace of 
growth, employer needs for talent, and growing, diverse student body.  Employers and leaders say that 
the UC needs to be more responsive to regional labor market demand and the educational needs of key 
demographic groups residing in Sioux Falls.  In short, local leaders express concern that the UC is not 
offering enough of the programs that students, community, and employers need.   
 
Civic, business, and community leadership in Sioux Falls are also concerned because of the following 
regional conditions: 
   

                                                           
3 Maguire Associates, “University Center, Sioux Falls: Final Report,” Prepared for South Dakota Board of Regents, 
July 2014.  
4 Market Street Services, “Sioux Falls Area Action Agenda Workforce Sustainability Analysis,” Prepared for Forward 
Sioux Falls, April 2015. 
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• First, the Sioux Falls region lacks a strong public postsecondary education presence for its size.  
While the region is home to about 30 percent of the state’s population, the closest four-year, 
public postsecondary institutions are more than fifty miles from the center of Sioux Falls.  
Although not an insurmountable distance for some students, it leaves many with limited 
choices.  The region has a low number of students enrolled in postsecondary education 
compared to peer cities. 

• Second, economic development that is vital to attract new business and grow existing firms 
depends on a skilled, credentialed talent pool and demonstrated presence of talent 
development infrastructure.  In this regard, the region’s overall capacity for talent development 
is thin.  Southeast Technical Institute’s relatively small enrollment of 2,000 focuses on skills for 
technical occupations and offers diplomas and AAS degrees. Two other private universities in 
the area enroll just over 4,000 students combined.   

• Third, current low unemployment levels in the region exacerbate the perception (and the 
reality) of a truncated talent pipeline for the region’s employers.  Lack of a community college 
infrastructure and local public education presence means that the workforce and talent 
development eco-system that would otherwise supply local employers with technicians, entry-
level employees, and those in middle-skill occupations is largely missing in Sioux Falls.  
Employers who seek these types of employees and skill sets have difficulty finding them.  They 
do not see the current orientation and program emphasis of the UC as a good fit to meet those 
needs.   

• Finally, there is a growing, diverse population in the region that needs better access and support 
to obtain a postsecondary credential.  These populations include first generation students, 
recent immigrants, minorities, working adults, and other residents of the Sioux Falls area who 
are not traditional college-bound students.  Community leaders see a greater need for the UC to 
reach these populations and grow postsecondary completion among them.  

 
 
 

Needs Assessment  
  
The purpose of the needs assessment is to examine the alignment of the demand for credentialed talent 
by employers in the economy and supply of talent by higher education in the Sioux Falls region. The 
needs assessment also identifies the potential scale and general characteristics of the student market 
for the University Center.  Our assessment starts with an explanation of the benefits of educational 
attainment in the region.  We then identify key economic sectors and industry clusters in the region, and 
the occupational groups associated with those sectors and clusters.  We use projections of the job 
openings in these occupational groups to understand demand for talent.  Our next step uses a crosswalk 
to build connections between the projected employment demand for the key occupational groups with 
program completions from higher education institutions in the Sioux Falls region.  The result is a picture 
of the need for talent by employers in the economy and the talent coming from higher education.  
Simply put, this shows the balance between the demand for and the supply of talent.  This picture also 
identifies where there are program opportunities and a student market for the University Center to 
address.  We supplement this picture with an analysis of the overall market for more education 
attainment in the region, and how that market is changing based on regional demographics.  The 
methodology and data sources for the needs assessment are in the Appendix.  
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Role of Education Attainment   
 
Civic officials, community leaders and local employers express a strong need for increased education 
and talent development capacity in the region. Research shows that educational attainment is directly 
related to economic security, social well-being, and regional vitality. In South Dakota, residents with 
higher levels of educational attainment have higher incomes and lower rates of unemployment.  For 
example, South Dakotan residents who have an associate’s or bachelor’s degree earn roughly $6,300 to 
$14,000 more per year than residents with only a high school diploma.  Their unemployment rates are 
also lower. 5 (See chart.)   Other research shows that residents with higher levels of education 
attainment are more civically engaged, more likely to own their home, and less likely to have serious 
struggles like long-term unemployment, poverty and incarceration.6  Moreover, the benefits of 
education attainment ripple throughout the economy.7  For each percentage point increase in 
educational attainment in the Sioux Falls region, the economy benefits by more than a quarter million 
dollars.  For example, if residents in the Sioux Falls region raised their four-year or more postsecondary 
attainment rate in 2015 from 31.7 percent to 32.7 percent, income would rise by $282 million in the 
area. 8       
 

 

                                                           
5 Hultman, Marcia. "Earnings and Unemployment Rate by Educational Attainment." SD Department of Labor and 
Regulation. Accessed Web. 18 May 2017.    
6 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, “Improving Health and Social Cohesion through 
Education,” OECD Publishing: Paris (2010). Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, “OECD 2013 
Education Indicators in Focus,” January 2013. 
7 See Michael Allgrunn, Travis L. Letellier, Joslynn Clauson, “The Economic Impact of the South Dakota Public 
University System,” South Dakota Board of Regents and the South Dakota Chamber of Commerce & Industry, 
November 2016. 
8 For more on the Talent Dividend methodology to calculate the economic return of increased educational 
attainment, see Joe Cortright, “Why Talent Matters to Cities,” 2016, http://cityobservatory.org/why-talent-
matters-to-cities/.   

South Dakota 
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Workforce Demand from Key Sectors and Clusters 
 
Local business and civic leaders, as well as a recent economic studies and analyses, identify a critical 
group of economic sectors and clusters driving Sioux Fall’s growth and prosperity.  These drivers have 
contributed to Sioux Falls’ rise as a center of commerce and industry in the state - employment in the 
Sioux Falls region as a share of statewide employment has grown from 31 percent in 2001 to 34 percent 
in 2016.  The largest producers of jobs among these critical drivers are the industry sectors of health 
care, retail, hospitality and tourism, finance and business, manufacturing, and education and social 
assistance.  Other critical drivers are still emerging, such as the industry clusters of information 
technology and biotechnology.  Still others have deep connections to the region’s natural resources 
such as energy and construction and agriculture.  Altogether these sectors and clusters represent 
110,000 jobs, or fully two-thirds of the region’s 153,000 jobs in 2016.9  
 
The recent labor market analysis completed by Market Street Services concludes that the region’s 
population and economic growth above and beyond state and national averages is a warning sign that 
the current growth trajectory in Sioux Falls may not be sustainable unless actions are taken to boost the 
region’s workforce and skills availability.10   Both quantitative and anecdotal evidence show that 
thousands of positions in the region’s key economic sectors and cluster remain unfilled today.  It is 
projected that 71 percent of all new net job growth in the region over the next 10 years will come from 
the sectors and drivers that Market Street and others have identified as critical drivers to the city and 
region’s economic prosperity.11   
 

Demand for Credentialed Workers 
 
To understand the current and future demand for jobs openings in these sectors and clusters, 
FutureWorks analyzed projections for job openings from the Bureau of Labor Statistics over the next 10 
years (from 2016-2026) in the Sioux Falls Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA).  These job openings 
include positions in the labor market opening due to new jobs created by expanding companies, workers 
leaving the workforce (e.g. retirements, discouraged workers), and openings created by workers moving 
to different roles, but staying in the workforce.  Our analysis looks at the core positions (or occupations) 
that are common across the sectors and clusters identified above as driving the region’s growth and 
economic opportunity for individuals.  Our focus is on job openings requiring some type of 
postsecondary credential - certifications, one-year certificates, associate’s degrees, and Bachelor’s 
degree - for entry into specified occupations linked to the sectors and clusters.   
 
Our analysis reveals some striking areas of demand in the Sioux Fall region for positions requiring a sub-
baccalaureate credential.  These include groups of nurses and clinical therapists and aides – all 
requiring a postsecondary certification, one-year certificate, or associate’s degree.  The nursing and 

                                                           
9 Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016. EMSI 2017.1, Sioux Falls Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), which includes 
Lincoln, McCook, Minnehaha, and Turner counties.  
10 Market Street Services, “Strategic Workforce Action Agenda,” Prepared for Forward Sioux Falls, 2015. 
11 Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016-2026. EMSI 2017.1. 
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clinical therapist and aide group is projected to have approximately 10,000 job openings in the next 10 
years.  Other occupational groups with large quantities of demand are sub-baccalaureate level positions 
in engineering technology and equipment repairers, both production-based positions core to 
manufacturing.  Another group of occupations with high demand are those in business and finance 
positions and in information clerks and computer technician positions.  Among positions with job 
openings requiring a baccalaureate level credential, there is a high quantity of openings projected in 
business and finance, nursing and clinical support, teachers, and computer and information 
technology. (See chart.)12 
 

 
 

Demand and Supply Alignment 
 
Our analysis next examines the balance between what employers demand for credentialed workers and 
the supply of credentialed residents from postsecondary institutions in the area.  We define demand as 
the number of projected job openings in the metro area.  We define supply as the number of credentials 
awarded by educational institutions within a 50-mile radius of downtown Sioux Falls.13  The result is a 
picture of alignment between demand for talent by employers in the economy and supply of talent by 
higher education in the region.  Significant imbalance in some fields may represent an untapped student 

                                                           
12 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Annual Job Opening Projections, 2016-2026; EMSI 2017.1, Sioux Falls MSA.  
13 See the methodology section in the Appendix for a list of postsecondary institutions.   
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market for the University Center.  The charts on this page and the next page provide an approximate 
picture of how the existing higher education institutions in the region are meeting the demand from 
employers.14   
 
Looking first at supply and demand for key occupations requiring less than a four-year degree, the data 
show several areas were job openings significantly outpace the supply of credentialed talent.  These are 
opportunities to increase educational capacity.  The largest opportunities are in allied health and STEM 
related occupations.  There are gaps in sub-BA level nursing and medical aides and significant gaps for 
engineering and production technologists, equipment mechanics and repairers, and information clerks 
and technicians.  Gaps are also identified in child care and social service assistance and construction 
and extraction workers.  (See chart.)15  
 

 
Not surprisingly, given the large number of statewide public four-year colleges and universities in the 
universe of higher education institutions, there appears to be very few gaps in the occupations needed 
by employers in the critical sectors and clusters that require a baccalaureate degree or more.  The 
almost even balance between supply and demand in computer and IT professionals, illustrates a key 
point in interpreting these data.  Schools producing these credentials serve a wide geography that 
includes Sioux Falls but also serves other areas.  At the same time, demand for professionals in these 
occupations is shown for employers located in the Sioux Falls MSA alone.  Given the concentration of 
information technology related positions in the regional economy, this balance could mask an unmet 
demand for more talent in this field.  This interpretation aligns with the anecdotal evidence provided by 

                                                           
14 See the methodology section in the Appendix for a note on the limitations of the data. 
15 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Annual Job Opening Projections, 2016-2026; EMSI 2017.1, Sioux Falls MSA. 
National Center for Education Statistics, IPEDS, 2016-2026; EMSI 2017.1 FutureWorks projections, 50-mile radius. 
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employers and economic development intermediaries that computer and IT skills are in demand across 
industries throughout the Sioux Falls region and will only be needed more in the future.  (See chart.)16 
 
 
 

 
 
 
It is important to note that these data do not suggest South Dakota curtail Bachelor’s degree 
production.  For one, employers interviewed for this project frequently cited shortages of Bachelor’s 
level talent in specific occupations and fields not captured in the broad categories shown above.  In 
addition, as noted in the example of computer and IT professionals, demand is from the projected job 
openings of employers located in the metro area.  Supply is from postsecondary institutions from a 50-
mile radius that confer degrees and credentials to students who may not reside or return to the region 
upon completion of their academic program.  Our emphasis is on the clear differences in alignment 
when comparing demand and supply of credentialed talent in sub-baccalaureate fields and the demand 
and supply of credentialed talent in baccalaureate fields.  A conclusion from the comparison is that the 
Sioux Falls region has a significant shortage of credentialed talent in many sub-baccalaureate fields. 
 

  

                                                           
16 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Annual Job Opening Projections, 2016-2026; EMSI 2017.1, Sioux Falls MSA. 
National Center for Education Statistics, IPEDS, 2016-2026; EMSI 2017.1 FutureWorks projections, 50-mile radius. 
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Student Market for Educational Attainment 
 
If there is significant demand for more talent in the region, then how big is the potential pool of 
students in Sioux Falls who would make up a market for greater educational capacity?  Are there enough 
potential students available to justify increasing the capacity of postsecondary education in the region?  
Our analysis next examines the overall market for more educational attainment in the region by sizing 
the population who may be interested in enrolling in and completing a postsecondary credential.  There 
are several submarkets for education attainment that we will examine -  students graduating from area 
high schools who could choose to go to college, adults with some or no college who may want to go 
back to college to receive education and training, and the professional worker who may already have an 
associate, bachelors, or other postsecondary credential but may need some additional postsecondary 
training to advance in his or her career.  In addition, we offer an overall estimate of the capture rate of 
students for two-year college enrollment based on regional population.  
 
Our conclusion, based on these estimates, is that there is a significant unmet market in Sioux Falls for 
greater access to postsecondary education, especially among those who could be expected to enroll in 
two-year programs at the associate degree level. 
 
The first market we examine is the opportunity to enroll more students graduating from area high 
schools.   Of the 2,640 students who graduate high school annually in the region, roughly one-third do 
not enroll in a college within 16 months of their graduation.  That is an annual market of 900 graduating 
students who might otherwise be appropriate students to enroll in college, but otherwise decide not 
to.17  Roughly half of this market is high school graduates who are racial/ethnic minorities.  Data for 
graduates from Sioux Falls high school indicate the rate of “college-going” graduates is lower among 
students who are racial/ethnic minorities than white students even though they are academically 
qualified.18   
 
The second market is adults of working age with who graduated high school but never enrolled in 
college or those who have enrolled but never likely completed a postsecondary credential.  Data from 
the U.S. Census shows that there are more than 21,000 adult residents of working age (18-44 years old) 
in the region who graduated from high school but never enrolled in college.19  The Census data also 
show that there are just over 22,000 working age adults who enrolled in college or some postsecondary 
program but never completed their degree.20  Not all or even most of these adult residents would be 
interested, or should be targeted, as potential returning students.  On the other hand, it is reasonable to 
expect that if the right programs and services were delivered at a reasonable price and geared toward a 
working adult, then some of these adults would be a ready student market.  Moreover, analysis of 
comparable data on college going rates for adults ages 18-44 among peer regions shows that Sioux Falls 

                                                           
17 South Dakota Department of Education Report Card Dashboard. Data are four-year rolling average of graduates 
from area high schools from 2012-2016. 
18 South Dakota Board of Regents College Matriculation Dashboard. Students who are “academically qualified” are 
those who score an 18 or higher on the ACT.  
19 US Census, ACS, Population 18+, 2011-2015 estimates. 
20 We recognize that the education attainment category of “some college, no degree” used by the US Census has 
its methodological limitations, including some respondents possibly under-reporting their award of a sub-associate 
credential.  We use the categorization as a proxy for the general number of adults who likely enrolled in a 
postsecondary program but did not earn a degree or credential.   
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is significantly behind.  In 2015, 7.9 percent of Sioux Falls residents were enrolled in public or private 
colleges. That is almost four percentage points lower than the 11.8 percent average among its peer 
cities.21   
 
The third market is the most difficult to scale.  These are professional workers who may already have an 
associate, bachelors, or other postsecondary credential but may need some additional postsecondary 
training to advance in his or her career.  There are 42,800 working age adults in the workforce who have 
earned a college degree.22  There is likely a significant number of these working professionals interested 
in returning to college to advance in their career, perhaps at the behest of their employer, due to 
interest in exploring a new career opportunity, or for some other reason. 
 
Finally, our analysis of the market for more educational attainment concludes with a capture rate 
estimate for two-year college enrollment in the region.  Industry leaders use a methodology to develop 
enrollment projections that estimates typical enrollment at two-year college institutions in a region at 
2.0 to 6.0 percent of the total population ages 18 to 64.  Applied to the 166,000 residents ages 18 to 64 
in the Sioux Falls region, we project the overall market for local two-year college enrollment to be 
roughly 5,800 students each year.  This is right in line with the student capture for the markets of peer 
cities.23  If we subtract the current two-year enrollment of Southeast Technical Institute (2,100), the 
total market for “unattached” two-year college going students is estimated at 3,700 students each 
year.24  We address these calculations in more detail later in the report. 
 

Growing, Diverse Student Population 
 
Both quantitative and qualitative analyses of the Sioux Falls metro demonstrate that the region is 
changing rapidly not just in size but in diversity. According to data collected by Market Street Services, 
minority residents make up 10 percent of the area’s population but accounted for 22 percent of its 
growth in the last decade.  For example, Market Street analysis shows that the Hispanic population 
doubled from 2003 to 2012, while the population that reported as black, non-Hispanic nearly tripled 
during that same time.  This diversity is even more pronounced among younger cohorts.  Data from 
officials at the city’ schools show that twenty-five years ago the district’s population was 94 percent 
white.  Today it is 65 percent white.  And, the percent of white students is even lower in the elementary 
schools than the high schools. Over the next decade a much more ethnically and racially diverse cohort 
of young people will be entering the Sioux Falls labor force who will need postsecondary educational 
opportunities to enter good jobs and careers. (See chart on next page.)25 
 

                                                           
21 US Census, ACS, Population 18+, 2011-2015 estimates for Sioux Falls MSA and its peer cities identified for the 
2015 Market Street Services Workforce Assessment.  The peer city regions are: Madison, Omaha, Lincoln, Des 
Moines, Boise, Fort Collins, Fargo, Cedar Rapids, and Rochester.    
22 US Census, ACS, Population 25-64 with a bachelor’s degree or more, 2011-2015 estimates 
23 See analysis of postsecondary enrollment for peer cities in the Appendix.  
24The range of projected enrollment for two-year college going students in the Sioux Falls region could be as low as 
3,300 students (low range) to 9,900 students (high range).  We chose a fairly conservative capture rate of 3.5 
percent to arrive at our enrollment estimate for two-year college going students in the region.   
25 Sioux Falls School District, prepared by Assessments, Technology & Information Services, 2015.  
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Moreover, recent data and reports note that Sioux Falls has a growing diversity of languages.  Data 
published in a 2014 Argus Leader story notes that 137 languages and dialects are spoken among Sioux 
Falls residents.26  English language learners also comprise a growing segment of the Sioux Falls public 
school system. The recently published report on higher education by Hanover Research notes that 60 
different languages are spoken in the Sioux Falls school district.  Roughly 10 percent of the district’s 
students were English language learners in 2013.27  
 
In addition to language, racial and ethnic diversity, there are growing segments of the student 
population who are less income-secure.   According to school officials, the percentage of students 
receiving free and reduced lunch has increased by about 1 percentage point each year over the last 20 
years.  Today the percent of students receiving free and reduced lunch is over 50 percent of the total 
district population.28  
 
 
 

  

                                                           
26 Jon Walker, Argus Leader, September 23, 2014. http://www.argusleader.com/story/news/2014/09/23/park-
unfurl-poetry-languages-spoken-sioux-falls-one-time/16087175/  
27 Hanover Research, “Market Analysis of Higher Education in Sioux Falls,” Prepared for the University of South 
Dakota University Center, March 2014.  
28 Ibid. 
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A New University Center 
 
The needs analysis conducted for this project shows that many of the perceptions in the Sioux Falls 
community about the relationship with the University Center are well-founded.  There are gaps between 
the promise of the UC to Sioux Falls and the characteristics and quantity of educational delivery through 
the UC by the three partner institutions.  Despite intention, the partnership between USD, SDSU and 
DSU has limited the capacity of the UC to take up the role and functions for talent development that 
Sioux Falls leadership believes is needed to support economic opportunity for individuals and growth for 
the region.  
 
Our analysis suggests an opportunity to build greater educational capacity, offer greater access to 
postsecondary education, and increase the supply of available talent in the region, especially at the 
associate degree level.  FutureWorks proposes that the University Center refocus and repurpose itself to 
respond to these opportunities.  Using the data from the needs assessment and findings from 
FutureWorks interviews, the Steering Committee and Planning Group for this project identified several 
principles from which to refocus and repurpose the University Center operating model to offer more 
associate programs and target services to increase access and success for residents of Sioux Falls.  These 
principles for a New University Center (New UC) model include:  

▪ The New UC must be community-facing 
o Local employers and community-based organizations will be integral to the New UC 

governance playing a significant role in programming and student services 
▪ The New UC must offer demand-driven programming 

o New certificate and associate degree programming will be informed by disciplined labor 
market and occupational analysis; employers will contribute to curriculum development 
and help define learning outcomes 

▪ The New UC must be student-centered 
o The New UC will implement a student-centered educational model that organizes policy 

and procedure with student needs in the forefront, helps students stay on track and 
reach their education and career goals through utilization of effective program designs, 
technology and intensive support services 

After review of several possible operating models for the UC-SF, the Steering Committee and Planning 
Group proposed a reimagined New University Center to take on “community college-like” functions that 
can better serve first-time college students, working adults, and employers; all while continuing to 
provide and develop options for four-year and graduate degree education.  Moving forward, leadership 
agreed that the New UC should build out two key solutions to its model:  
 

• Develop new, two-year postsecondary program and service functions to: 
 

▪ Address current workforce needs through associate degree programs, stackable 
certificates, and training to meet specific workforce skill needs 
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▪ Provide students with ways to pursue degree paths through a general/liberal arts 
associate degree aimed at a four-year degree offered at University Center-Sioux Falls or 
transfer to a Board of Regents main campus or on-line program (or other four-year 
institution) 
 

• Continue to develop and strengthen options for four-year and graduate degrees to: 
 

▪ Ensure that all certificate and associate degree offerings provide clear paths that can 
lead to four-year and graduate degrees 

 
▪ Build a comprehensive educational pipeline through articulation agreements with 

Southeast Technical Institute, including B.A.S. degree(s) that recognize course credits 
earned by A.A.S. degreed students   
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A New University Center Mission and 
Vision 
 
With these points of clarity and agreement, leadership agreed that new statements of Mission, Vision 
and Value should be developed.  FutureWorks, with considerable input from internal leadership and 
external stakeholders, suggests the following Mission, Vision, and Value statements to guide the 
development and implementation of a New University Center in Sioux Falls. 

 
 
 
 

  

New Mission 
The New University Center delivers career relevant postsecondary education to a diverse 
student body and employer community in Sioux Falls. We provide affordable, flexible 
programming enabling and supporting students to quickly achieve their educational goals. 
Our approach is student-centered and community-driven. 
 
New Vision 
The New University Center will drive individual prosperity and regional economic vitality by 
aligning student and employers’ goals.  
 
New Values 

▪ Student-centered approach to education policy and programs 
▪ Committed to access, affordability and student success 
▪ Focused on the needs of a diverse student body including first generation college 

students and working adults 
▪ Guided and counseled through close partnership with the Sioux Falls community 
▪ Driven by regional workforce demand and employer engagement 
▪ Focused on sustaining an educational culture that achieves high levels of student 

retention and completion 
▪ Dedicated to portability of credentials through articulation and collaboration with 

other educational institutions  
▪ Efficient and effective use of South Dakota regental institutions’ strengths and 

resources to build program offerings and educational pathways  
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Recommended Strategies 
 
Sioux Falls and the South Dakota Board of Regents have a remarkable opportunity to build a truly 
student-centered approach to postsecondary education as it embarks on the new mission and vision for 
the New University Center. The timing for initiating an innovative, student-centered approach for a New 
UC could not be better. At the national level, the past decade has given rise to mounting research and 
evidence regarding organizational supports and strategies that lead to student success. At the local 
level, business, community and higher education leaders have coalesced around the idea that the 
University Center needs to develop a new “community college-like” function in addition to providing 
options for four year and graduate degrees.  
 
FutureWorks recommends that the UC undertake a significant reorganization in both structure and 
purpose. Through reorganization, the UC can realign its relationship with Sioux Falls, offer programming 
and the kinds of degrees and credentials that serve both the labor market and support the educational 
aspirations of residents, and play a significant role in reshaping the educational landscape—the talent 
pipeline--in Sioux Falls. 
 
To achieve this transformation, we recommend that the University Center, in partnership with the 
regental institutions and community, take the following steps: 
 

• Create a New University Center that is focused sharply on program offerings with labor market 

relevance and in high demand fields, and offers greater postsecondary access to Sioux Falls’ 

diverse population29 

 
A New UC will play a significant role in building out the Sioux Falls education and workforce pipeline 
by offering more associate level programs aligned with the regional economy.  The current UC 
mainly offers bachelor degree programs and some associate level degrees provided through its 
partner institutions, USD, DSU and SDSU. We recommend that the New UC develop additional 
associate level programming directly and award degrees and certificates from USD/New UC 
(including General Studies/Liberal Arts).  At the same time, FutureWorks recommends that the New 
UC sustain its role as a site for access to bachelor’s level programming delivered by its partner 
organizations and collaborators. 
 
The New UC should focus on providing the capacity that is central to achieve educational aspirations 
for the Sioux Falls population – but is now missing.  To do this, the New UC should focus on 
education for middle-skill jobs which require postsecondary education and credentials, often at the 
associate degree level, that are responsive to occupational demand and shifts in the labor market.  
Leadership at the New UC will need to validate and co-develop these programs of study with 
employer partners.  In addition, the New UC can articulate its new degree programs to current 
offerings at the region’s public institutions of higher education, including USD, SDSU, DSU, and STI.  
(See chart on next page.)  The degrees also will need to be designed for access and student-success 

                                                           
29 We use “New University Center,” or New UC, as a placeholder name for a newly defined University Center.  A 
new name for the Center will be an important element of branding and marketing strategies. 
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for Sioux Falls’ growing, diverse student population – many of them first generation students – and 
for working adults.   
 

 
 
 

• Develop associate degrees and related academic programming that give students maximum 

flexibility for careers and pathways to education  

 
Business and civic leadership of the Sioux Falls region is concerned about increasing economic 
opportunity for the region’s growing, diverse student body and building a ready, skilled and 
educated talent pool for the labor force.  A core gap in the market needed to meet these concerns is 
occupationally oriented education resources at the associate degree level.  Even though Southeast 
Technical Institute plays an important role, the lack of a community college in Sioux Falls 
exacerbates the gap in this part of the educational pipeline.   
 
FutureWorks recommends the New University Center (New UC) develop and deliver associate level 
degree programs to fill this gap.  As a start, the New UC should focus on offering credentials that link 
to healthcare, business and finance, manufacturing, and computers and information technology.  
Each of these sectors and clusters are projected to have significant job openings in demand that 
need postsecondary credentials and each are significant drivers of the regional economy.  The chart 
below shows sectors with high demand for talent and related fields of study.  We recommend that 
the New UC focus initial associate program and curricula design efforts in these areas and then 
extend into other high demand and high wage fields.  (See chart on next page.) 
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The programs should offer professional certification, academic certificates, associate degrees, and, 
through partnerships, Applied Bachelor degrees related to key occupational groups in these sectors 
and clusters.  They also should be stackable, articulated and “transfer ready” to other degree 
pathways and postsecondary institutions.   
 

• Build innovative, collaborative relationships with other postsecondary institutions to serve Sioux 

Falls education needs and make higher education available and accessible locally 

 
Despite declining enrollment, the UC is still an important point of access to South Dakota 
universities and Bachelor’s level programs.  The access and pathway to four-year and post-
baccaulearate education should continue with a reorganization.  The New UC, at its location in the 
Discovery District, can offer coordination and space to USD, SDSU and DSU to sustain the 
universities’ abilities to offer classes leading to Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees.   
 
The organizational relationship between the New UC and the partner universities will change, but 
that should not result in a loss of educational capacity to the Sioux Falls area.  In fact, as a 
consequence of its new form and focus, the New UC will likely increase the demand for four-year 
programming and help its partner universities identify programs to draw more students.  As we 
show in estimates of the potential new student population for a redesigned UC, the reorganization 
will expand the total number of students engaged in education and result in more students 
transferring into Bachelor’s programs after successfully completing associate level programs.  In the 
long run, a New UC will benefit all postsecondary education in the region.  (See chart on next page.) 
 
There is also considerable opportunity for more robust and mutually beneficial collaboration with 
Southeast Technical Institute.  Joint programs and robust articulation into New UC associate level 
programs will help Southeast Tech offer more options to students and help students more easily 

Industry Sector Fields of Study Occupations with Associate Requirements

Allied Health
Respiratory Therapist•Diagnostic Medical 

Sonographer•Radiologic Technologist•Cardiovascular 

Medical Laboratory Sciences Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians

Financial and Business 

Services
Finance and Business

Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks•Business 

Administration•Entrepreneurship•Logistics and Supply 

Chain Managment•Marketing

First-Line Supervisor and Production Management•

First-Line Supervisor and Managers, Maintenance•
Engineering Technician/Pre-engineering•Project 

Management•Automation•Robotics•Advanced Materials 

Welding•Technology Management and 

Leadership•Manager Quality Systems

Computer and IT Networking
Computer Network Support Specialist•Network 

Administration•Cyber Security

Computer User Support Specialist•Data Analytics

Programming Technician•Network Administration

NEW UC SUGGESTED PROGRAMS OF STUDY

Health Care

Information 

Technology
Computer and IT Programming

Advanced ManufacturingManufacturing
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pursue educational goals. The formation of the new BAS in technology leadership is one example of 
what could become an education pathway through a series of institutional collaborations.   
 

 
 
 
 

• Develop a student-centered organization and make student success the organizing principle of 

programs and services 

 
Conversations and interviews across Sioux Falls revealed a concern with increasing educational 
access for the growing diverse population in the region.  This population not only needs greater 
access, but their success in education depends on delivery of services that will support their 
persistence and completion of programs.  In addition to its labor market focus, the New UC has the 
opportunity -- from the beginning of its reorganization – to implement best practices in the field of 
two-year education that will help students develop clear educational purpose and pursue well-
defined paths toward completion. 
 
We recommend that UC reorganize as a student-centered college, one in which student success 
drives organization and programming.  To do this, the New UC should significantly revamp student 
services to provide pro-active, comprehensive and integrated academic and career advising that 
keeps students on track to meet their educational goals, complete programs in a reasonable time, 
and earn valuable credentials.  Career services is a particularly important element of a student-
centered approach and could be a significant resource for the community and other educational 
partners beyond the immediate boundaries of the New UC.30 
 

  

                                                           
30 See the Business Plan for more on design elements of and resources for student success models. 
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• Create a new Community Strategy and Steering Board to guide the New UC 

 

 We recommend that USD form a 

Community Strategy and Steering Board, 

composed of representation from Sioux 

Falls business and civic communities and 

K-12 education to help guide a New UC 

and closely link the operations and 

services of a New UC to the Sioux Falls 

regional economy and to the education 

needs and interests of the people of Sioux 

Falls.  While the South Dakota Board of 

Regents and USD would have ultimate 

decision-making powers consistent with 

their statutory responsibilities, the 

Strategy and Steering Board should play a 

significant role in crafting the New UC as 

an institution responsive to Sioux Falls’ 

needs.  An agreement on roles and 

responsibilities should be developed with 

USD and used as guidance for the Board.  

(See chart.)  

 
 

• Create a clearer and closer operating partnership with the University of South Dakota 

 
The current Memorandum of Understanding between USD, DSU and SDSU to govern the UC 
provides an opportunity for annual reviews and modification subject to regental review.  At present, 
the MOU identifies 
USD as the lead 
managerial entity for 
the UC.  We 
recommend the 
partners and Board of 
Regents use the annual 
review process to 
make two 
modifications.  The 
first is to modify the 
role of USD to become 
the sole governing 
authority for the New 
UC.  This modification 
should strengthen 
USD’s role overseeing 

Oversee overal 
direction for New UC

Ensure collaboration 
with USD 

Ensure alignment with 
Sioux Falls workforce 
and social priorities

Oversee program 
priorities with New UC 
Director

Oversee organizational 
characteristics with 
New UC Director

Maintain relationships 
with key constituent 
groups

Identify initial funding 
strategy 

Strategy and Steering 
Board Functions

Employers

Industry Associations

Community-Civic 
Organizations

Development 
Organizations

CIty

K-12 Education

Community Strategy 
and Steering Board

University of 
South Dakota 

Community 
Strategy and 

Steering Board 

New UC-SF 
Executive 

Leadership 

Academic Degree 
Programs AA/AS 
and Certificates  

Student Success 
 Services 

Career and Labor 
Market 

Connections  
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Financial Aid, Registration Systems, Bursar, Technology 
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the operations of the New UC.  It should also give USD a clear mandate to develop and deliver 
needed certificate and associate degree programming as well as student support and advising 
services that align with the market opportunities identified in this report.  This is a necessary step to 
provide USD a clear mandate and responsibility to re-shape and refocus the New UC’s programming 
and operations.   
 
The second modification is to build a clearer and more streamlined platform for collaboration 
among the regental institutions, particularly SDSU and DSU.  The platform should identify continued 
opportunities for the regental institutions to develop and deliver postsecondary programming in 
support of the New UC and be partners of first choice if they are able to meet the intent of the 
mission, vision and values of the New UC to serve Sioux Falls students and employers.   
 
Both modifications, along with the establishment of the Community Strategy and Steering Board, 
will serve to signal the start of a new era and relationship with the Sioux Falls community.  (See 
chart on previous page.) 
 

• Target growth for a New UC to serve substantially more Sioux Falls area residents  

 
The New UC will tap into new student markets that can significantly grow the number of 
postsecondary students  in the region.  One market that the New UC increasingly will be able to 
serve is high school graduates who will be first generation college-going students.  The other market 
is working adults without a college degree.  With these new markets, we recommend that the New 
UC scale its subbacalearuate operations and programming to serve more area residents beginning 
with enrollment of approximately 400 full-time equivalent (FTE) students in its first year, 1,800 
students by year six, and 2,500 students for its “steady-state” of operations after several years of 
growth.  At full scale, the 2,500 FTEs will be equivalent to a 4,000 student headcount.  (See chart.)    
 

South Dakota has 
limited data from 
which to draw 
projections for start-
up and steady-state 
operations for local 
two-year 
postsecondary 
enrollment.  In the 
absence of these 
data, we use 
enrollment models 
from several data 
points, and national 
community college 

data in like-situated regions, to arrive at our relatively conservative projection of 2,500 FTE 
enrollment for the New UC’s ‘steady-state’ operation.31  These data points include:  

                                                           
31 Enrollment also depends on economic cycles, kinds of programs offered, competition in the local educational 
environment, and the marketing effort to inform students of a two-year education opportunity.   
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• College facility planning experts generally use a model that estimate anywhere from 2.0 to 6.0 
percent of a region’s 18-64 age population as a likely rate of total market capture for two-year 
community college enrollment.  Using a mid-range estimate (3.5 percent), it is likely that 5,800 
of the 166,00 residents age 18-64 in the Sioux Falls region are the total market size for local two-
year postsecondary enrollment.  Assuming the 2,100 students currently enrolled at Southeast 
Technical Institute and other local two-year institutions are already captured, one estimate is 
that the New UC could enroll as many as 3,700 FTE students in its new two-year programs.    

 

• We use national high school community college going rates to estimate the number of likely 
high school graduates from the area for two-year postsecondary enrollment for the New UC.  
Nationally, about one-fourth of recent high school graduates enroll in a community college or 
two-year postsecondary institution immediately after graduation.32  There are about 2,650 
students from Sioux Falls area high schools who graduate each year.  It is likely that one-fourth, 
or roughly 660, of these graduating students will immediately enroll at the New UC or one of the 
other sub-baccalaureate technical institutions in the state.  It is important to note that these 
estimates of high school to two-year college-going students do not include working adults 
returning to college or young adults who may not enroll immediately out of high school but may 
take 18 months or longer to make the decision to go to community college.  (See the next two 
bulleted data points for projections for these college bound groups.) 

 

• There is likely opportunity to capture area high school graduates who do not immediately plan 
to go to college, but may enroll at the New UC.  Each year there are about 900 students from 
Sioux Falls area high schools who do not intend to enroll in any postsecondary education 
immediately upon graduation.  It is reasonable to assume that a portion of these students will fit 
a profile of students who would enroll in a two-year community college-like institution such as 
the New UC if it were available.  These may be students who are looking for affordable options 
locally, but are not interested in a four-year college degree program or a technical college like 
Southeast Technical Institute.  Our estimate is that roughly 225 of the total 900 high school 
graduates in this situation may choose to enroll at the New UC.  Capturing this student 
population depends considerably on branding and marketing the New UC.   

 

• Another market for enrollment is adults of working age with who graduated high school but 
never enrolled in college or those who have enrolled but never likely completed a 
postsecondary credential.  Data from the U.S. Census shows that there are more than 21,000 
adult residents of working age (18-44 years old) in the region who graduated from high school 
but never enrolled in college.   The Census data also show that there are just over 22,000 
working age adults who enrolled in college or some postsecondary program but never 
completed their degree.   Not all or even most of these adult residents would be interested, or 
should be targeted, as potential returning students.  On the other hand, it is reasonable to 
expect that if the right programs and services were delivered at a reasonable price and geared 

                                                           
32 National Center for Educational Statistics, Table 302.10. Recent high school completers and their enrollment in 
2-year and 4-year colleges, by sex: 1960 through 2015, 2016 
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toward a working adult, then some of these adults – perhaps upwards of 1,000 to 2,000 working 
adults - would be a ready student market for the New UC.     

 

• Finally, there is also a portion of current UC students who would enroll in the New UC’s associate 
degree or academic certificate programs.  These students should also be counted as part of the 
enrollment picture.  About 60 percent of the UC’s total 2016 enrollment of 1,150 is age 23 or 
younger and over 20 percent of the UC’s total 2016 enrollment are students who enrolled 
through the UC immediately after high school.  A portion of these two groups of students would 
likely fit the profile of students interested in enrolling in the New UC to obtain a credential with 
labor market value or to complete an associate degree before transfer to a Bachelor’s program. 

 

• Implement a new cost and revenue model for the New UC  

 
Implementing plans for a New UC will require support during a start-up period and a revenue stream 
during initial growth, eventually reaching a steady-state of enrollments.  Because the New UC will 
focus on associate degree programming it will need a new revenue model based on the costs of 
enrolling, educating and serving two-year students.  These are not the same as revenue and cost 
models for four-year schools or universities.  Based on nationally derived estimates of cost/revenue-
per-students for public two-year colleges, and the enrollment estimates developed for the New UC, 
total budget for the New UC will range upwards of $5,000,000 in its early years of operations.  The 
outer limits for a total budget to eventually serve 2,500 FTE students – a steady state of operations – 
could potentially reach $30,000,000.  Even so, some cost savings and efficiencies resulting from 
sharing USD operations and administrative functions could substantially reduce this total budget 
estimate.  A projection of expenditures, using national level data for average expenditures per 
student at two-year public institutions, is shown below.   
 
The Board of Regents, USD, and the Sioux Falls community should develop a new tuition model, 
revenue development strategies, and careful cost estimates to achieve required levels of support.  A 
distribution of potential revenue sources, based on national data for two-year institutions, is shown 
in the chart below.33  (See charts on next page.)  The development of adequate operational funding 
for the New UC will be a challenge in the absence of additional statewide funding for education, in 
general, or for two-year public institutions, in particular.  Even so, the need for such an education 
model in the Sioux Falls is clear.  

                                                           
33 These data are national averages for two-year institutions across all states. The percentage distribution varies 
widely among states. 
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PUBLIC TWO-YEAR INSTITUTIONS, 
AVERAGE REVENUE PER FTE 

STUDENT 
AVERAGE REVENUE BY SOURCE PERCENT REVENUE BY SOURCE 

Net Student Tuition $3,871 30% 

State and Local Appropriations $6,148 47% 

Federal, state and local grants and 
contracts 

$1,759 14% 

Auxiliary enterprises, and other sources $1,286 10% 

Private and affiliated gifts, grants, 
contracts, investment returns, and 
endowment income 

$136 1% 

Total Average Revenue/FTE Student $12,952  

Source: American Institute for Research, Delta Cost Project, 2015  

Expenditure Projections 
Average Expenditure per student, 
= $12,952 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Steady 

 FTE Enrollment  400 600 850 1,100 1,500 1,800 2,500 

Expenditures 
(in thousands ,000 

5,181 7,771 11,009 14,247 19,428 23,313 32,380 
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Business Planning for Implementation of 
Strategy 
 
Getting organized and gearing up to transform the University Center and execute on the new mission 
and vision is no small task. It will require strong support from the educational and civic communities, 
adherence to a detailed business plan, and commitment from institutional leadership including the 
South Dakota Board of Regents. The proposed changes will require new capacity, new staff expertise 
and additional financial resources. Community and employer partners will need to make a long-term 
commitment to serving in active governance and advisory roles. FutureWorks’ recommended business 
plan identifies key areas of governance, leadership, programming, student services, operations, and 
costs to develop the New UC and begin enrolling students.  Below we list major steps for each element 
of the business plan.  When possible, we identify best practices and resources that describe and inform 
the leadership how to go about planning for and then putting in place those practices which are proven 

elsewhere.34  The major steps are followed by a development and implementation timeline and task 
chart.   
 
 

1. Governance -- A New Partnership with the University of South Dakota 
2. Leadership --The Community Strategy and Steering Board 
3. Programs of Study -- Labor Market Relevance and Employer Engagement 
4. Workforce and Community Services -- Professional and Continuing Education 
5. Guided Pathways and Student Services -- Organizing Services for Student Success 
6. Operations -- Administration and Related Services 
7. Costs -- Estimates for Planning, Implementation, and Growth 
8. Timeline – Three Year Estimate for Development and Launch  

 

 
We recognize that the University Center must continue to operate as it enters and implements a 
transitional phase to the New UC.  These are complicated tasks and will require appropriate 
coordination, assistance, and enough staffing capacity and expertise to successfully address the 
preparations for a new postsecondary organization while maintaining existing programs and services.  
Leadership at USD and UC should consider adding some staff quickly to help sustain existing operations 
while building toward the New UC. 

 

  

                                                           
34 See for example the planning and development processes that are reported for the creation of Guttmann 
Community College, a part of the City University of New York system, http://guttman.cuny.edu/about/strategic-
planning-and-institutional-effectiveness/ retrieved April 23, 2017.  The planning for Guttmann Community College 
began in 2008 and the first student enrollments began in 2012.  Our timeline for launching the New UC is 
considerably shorter because key operating elements of what will become the New UC already exist.  
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Governance -- A New Partnership with the University of South Dakota 
 
The proposed relationship between University of South Dakota and the New UC is a significant but not 
radical departure from its existing relationships with the three regental universities, USD, SDSU and DSU.  
To support and carry out the transformation of the University Center into a new kind of organization 
and in a new relationship to Sioux Falls, we strongly recommend that the University Center become a 
unit of the University of South Dakota and modify the current Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
between USD, SDSU and DSU. The current agreement provides for annual reviews and adjustments.  The 
Regents and the partners should take this opportunity to clarify the University of South Dakota’s role as 
the sole governing entity for the UC.  The modifications should also emphasize characteristics of the 
New UC and build a clearer and more streamlined platform for collaboration among the regental 
institutions, particularly SDSU and DSU.  
 
The current MOU, approved by the Board of Regents in 2016, lays out a management and funding 
structure that includes the following points:  
 

“USD will serve as the lead institution at UC-SF.  
An Advisory Council consisting of representatives from Sioux Falls business and civic interests will provide 
community input.  
A Coordinating Group consisting of a representative from each partner university at UC-SF (USD, SDSU, 
and DSU) will assist in making policy recommendations.  
Tuition and fee revenues are allocated to the student’s home university for all courses.  
Each university will reimburse the university instructing a course for direct instructional costs proportional 
to the number of its students enrolled in the course.  
The UC-SF operating budget will be allocated as a fixed cost among the collaborating universities (USD 44 
%, SDSU 44%, DSU 12%).  
UC-SF will emphasize associate degree programs that provide workforce skills and that stack to bachelor’s 
programs offered at UC-SF or on a participating university’s campus; UC-SF will continue to offer 
bachelor’s degree and graduate degree programs as local needs demand. 
The proposed self-support tuition rate for students enrolled in a certificate or associate degree program 
for lower division courses (100/200 level) is $270/credit hour.” 

 
Many elements of the Memorandum support the operations envisioned for the New UC, while others 
need modification to do so.  As part of its annual review, the existing MOU should be modified to better 
incorporate and build to the New UC model described in this report.  While it is beyond the scope of this 
project to suggest specific language, the following chart suggests areas where the existing MOU could be 
modified to reflect new governing structures between the New UC, USD, SDSU, and DSU.  (See chart on 
next page.) 
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Existing Memorandum of Understanding 
for UC-SF, 2016 

New Points Describing the New UC and the Relationship with 
University of South Dakota 

USD will serve as the lead institution at 
UC-SF. 

The New UC is a program and unit of the University of South 
Dakota.  (Determine correct language as to extension, locations, 
satellite with Board of Regents and Higher Learning Commission).  
New UC will operate administratively and fiscally as a unit of USD. 

Advisory Council consisting of 
representatives from Sioux Falls 
business and civic interests will provide 
community input.   

A Community Strategy and Steering Board of representatives from 
Sioux Falls and education will provide strategic recommendations 
and provide significant guidance on the development of student-
centered and labor market responsive programming and services 
offered through the New UC. 

A Coordinating Group consisting of a 
representative from each partner 
university at UC-SF (USD, SDSU, and 
DSU) will assist in making policy 
recommendations. 

USD in collaboration with and under the guidance of the 
Community Strategy and Steering Board will make policy and 
decisions concerning the direction and operations of UC-SF and 
determine the program mix and degrees offered through the New 
UC. 

Tuition and fee revenues are allocated 
to the student’s home university for all 
courses.  

Tuition and fee revenues are allocated to USD for all USD programs 
offered at New UC.  Institutions offering programs or courses 
offered through New UC will be compensated at an agreed upon 
rate that will vary by program and course.  For programs and 
courses offered by other universities, such as Bachelor’s or 
Graduate programs or courses, revenues are allocated to the 
institution in which the student is enrolled, adjusted for facility and 
service costs.    

Each university will reimburse the 
university instructing a course for direct 
instructional costs proportional to the 
number of its students enrolled in the 
course. 

No comparable provision. 

The UC-SF operating budget will be 
allocated as a fixed cost among the 
collaborating universities (USD 44 %, 
SDSU 44%, DSU 12%) 

The New UC operating budget will be allocated according to 
budgeting, costing and funding as a procedure of the USD 
budgeting processes. 

UC-SF will emphasize associate degree 
programs that provide workforce skills 
and that stack to bachelor’s programs 
offered at UC-SF or on a participating 
university’s campus 

The New UC will emphasize associate degree programs and 
academic certificates that provide workforce skills, are stackable, 
and transfer to bachelor’s programs, offered at New UC by another 
university or on another university or college campus in the 
regental system.    

The proposed self-support tuition rate 
for students enrolled in a certificate or 
associate degree program for lower 
division courses (100/200 level) is 
$270/credit hour.   

USD will determine the self-support tuition rate for students in New 
UC associate degree or academic certificate programs and will 
commit to intention to offer programs at a credit hour rate that is 
affordable to students in the Sioux Falls region. 
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The relationship between USD and the New UC would look like the chart below.  The Executive 
Leadership would have a reporting relationship with USD (through the provost’s and president’s office).  
The Community Strategy and Steering Board and the Executive Leadership would have responsibility for 
determining and delivering programs and services and would make recommendations to the USD 

whenever formal approvals or action were required by USD and South Dakota Board of Regents.  USD 
would provide services to the New UC that included academic, fiscal and accounting, financial aid, 
integration with the USD student information system, technology and other services that would increase 
the operating efficiency of the UC and reduce operating costs.   
 
The implications of these modifications in the MOU are clear:   
 

• First, USD is assuming the ownership and responsibility for a New UC; whether the center is 
considered a new location, an extension, or a satellite depends on discussion with the Board of 
Regents and the Higher Learning Commission.  The goal is to make sure that the New UC can 
pursue its mission, share the accreditation of the University of South Dakota, and operate 
efficiently in collaboration with USD.   

• Second, the focus of the New UC’s operations would shift more decisively toward developing 
associate and certificate programs that meet workforce needs and the educational needs of 
students for associate level education.  This is a significant change in operations and how 
programs are developed and offered.  In this new scenario, the New UC, in consultation with the 
Community Strategy and Steering Board and USD, can develop and offer programs that fulfill 
student and regional needs. 

• Third, the New UC’s relationship with its existing partners would change considerably.  The New 
UC would identify the need for programming to be offered.  These programs and courses may 
be offered by the New UC through its own faculty or the New UC may seek an institution with 
the expertise and capacity to offer that program through the Center, as a UC program.  We 
would anticipate that the UC’s current partners will be the most significant partners in providing 
these programs.  Decisions as to which institution would confer degrees for a degree program 
would take place at the Board of Regent’s level.  Overtime, the New UC and USD in consultation 
with the Board of Regents, would develop some principles about degree ownership at the 

University of South 
Dakota 

Community 
Strategy and 

Steering Board 

New UC Executive 
Leadership 

Academic Degree 
Programs AA/AS and 

Certificates  

Student Success 
 Services 

Career and Labor 
Market Connections  

Accreditation, Administrative Services, Student information System, Financial Aid, 
Registration Systems, Bursar, Technology 

THE NEW UC AND THE RELATIONSHIP WITH USD  
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associate’s degree level.  Existing processes to determine ownership for Bachelor’s degree 
programs would remain in place.   

 
 

Leadership -- The Community Strategy and Steering Board 
 
A particularly important component of the recommended organization and design of the New UC is a 
focus on the education, workforce, and economic development needs of the Sioux Falls area and 
population.  To sustain this focus and to help the New UC take on and realize its potential in the region, 

it is important to draw leadership for the New UC 
from the community.  It is especially important to 
engage and involve this leadership in setting 
direction for the New UC.   
 
The Community Strategy and Steering Board 
should be formed in two stages.  First, a smaller 
group of leaders should be convened to advise and 
provide input on important decisions during the 
planning and development phase.  This group 
should be formed right away and include those 
who already have been very active in existing 
discussions and planning for a New UC (e.g. 
Forward Sioux Falls, Sioux Falls Area Chamber of 
Commerce, Sioux Falls Development Foundation, 
Sioux Falls Area Community Foundation, City of 
Sioux Falls, etc.) 

 
This group will be the working body of 
community and business representatives who 
collaborate with USD to set the basic direction, 
alignment with Sioux Falls’ needs, programming 
priorities, and organizational features of the 
New UC, and help develop strategies around 
revenue streams and funding for both the 
startup/planning phases and initial operations.   
 
Once directions have been set and a basic 
framework for development of the New UC is in 
place, the leadership group should transition to 
a larger body.  This body will be the Community 
Strategy and Steering Board, a critical part of 
New UC leadership that will knit together the 

Set overal direction for 
New UC

Define collaboration 
with USD 

Ensure alignment with 
Sioux Falls workforce 
and social priorities

Set program priorities 
with New UC Director

Oversee organizational 
characteristics with New 
UC Director

Define composition and 
recruit Community 
Steering and Strategy 
Board membership

Identify initial funding 
strategy 

Planning and Development 
Leadership Functions 

Forward Sioux Falls

Sioux Falls Development 
Foundation

Sioux Falls Area 
Community Foundation

Sioux Falls Area 
Chamber of Commerce 

City of Sioux Falls 

University of South 
Dakota

Planning and Development 
Strategic Leadership

Oversee overal 
direction for New UC

Ensure collaboration 
with USD 

Ensure alignment with 
Sioux Falls workforce 
and social priorities

Oversee program 
priorities with New UC 
Director

Oversee organizational 
characteristics with 
New UC Director

Maintain relationships 
with key constituent 
groups

Identify initial funding 
strategy 

Strategy and Steering 
Board Functions

Employers

Industry Associations

Community-Civic 
Organizations

Development 
Organizations

CIty

K-12 Education

Community Strategy 
and Steering Board
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Sioux Falls civic and business communities with USD.  It will be composed of representatives of 
community constituent groups and educational leadership.  Sioux Falls is fortunate to have a well-
defined civic leadership structure and formal development organizations that can be enlisted to guide 
the New UC.  Many of these leaders have been deeply engaged in thinking about and advocating for 

what is now becoming the New UC.35   Members of the Community Strategy and Steering Board should 
be drawn from these leadership circles as well from industry, community organizations, and education.     
 
Working in collaboration with USD, this group should define the relationship and allocation of decision-
powers between USD and the Community Strategy and Steering Board.  This relationship should be 
incorporated into a set of organizational by-laws and written descriptions of duties, board member 
terms, etc., that can guide the formation and the operations of the Community Strategy and Steering 
Board.   
 
The full Board should contain members that represents key constituent groups from the Sioux Falls 
region, is strongly represented by business and industry that reflect key growth sectors in the economy, 
and reflects student, community and civic interests.  The board composition should also reflect the 
diversity of the target students.   
 
 

Programs of Study -- Labor Market Relevance and Employer Engagement 
 
The New UC should develop programs in areas that will gather enrollments quickly and are directly 
related to labor market demand in the region.  The degree levels for these programs should be 
Associates of Arts and Associates of Sciences.  Some of these degree programs should be defined as 
stackable certificates of less than two years of academic credit.  The certificates would stack to a full 
associate degree.  In all cases, the programs should be designed so that it is possible to obtain a 
credential or degree in the program and achieve sufficient preparation for transfer to a Bachelor’s 
degree program in the same or similar program of study.36   
 
Based on data shown in the needs analysis and information gained in interviews with leaders and 
employers in the Sioux Falls region, the New UC should begin to design and offer programs in the 
industry sectors and fields of study identified in the chart below.  (See chart on next page.)  Of course, 
the New UC will offer other courses and programs of study outside of these areas and it already offers 
courses and programs related to sectors and fields of study identified below.  Moreover, administrators 

                                                           
35 See for example “Recommendations to the South Dakota Board of Regents,” Prepared by Education Planning 
Committee, Forward Sioux Falls, October 2015.  
36 This section focuses on implementation of AA and AS-level programming for the New UC.  At the same time, we 
believe that the New UC should continue to offer pathways to Bachelor’s degree programs and toward Master’s 
degrees for a variety of fields.  In the New UC, Bachelor’s and advanced degrees would be offered by USD, SDSU 
and DSU (or another four-year institution).  This model is similar to many “University Centers” around the country 
where a two-year institution offers space and services to four-year institutions’ programs and courses at the 
facility of the two-year institution. Most often, this arrangement is accompanied by virtually seamless credit 
transfer.  This is an important partnering opportunity for the New UC and for students from the Sioux Falls area.  
Except for a different fiscal and organizational relationship, the current practices of USD, SDSU and DSU offering 
BA and BS programs at the Center could continue with relatively little impact on students.  
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are now planning new associate degrees that will enter the catalog soon and fit with the direction of the 
New UC.   
 

 
At the same time, the New UC should implement a review process of all programs to determine how 
they would fit into the New UC framework and direction.  This will help develop a clear message to the 
community as to the New UC’s focus and begin the process of pursuing the New UC’s mission, vision and 
values.  The New UC should look toward building an inventory of programs that are, especially at the 
outset, clear reflections of its mission and vision. Some courses and programs make important 
contributions to the General Studies/Liberal Arts degrees and general education requirements.  Others 
serve specific community needs. 
 
Unlike a one-sided process of determining programs of study in isolation from employers in the region, 
the design of the programs for students at the New UC should be organized around meeting the needs 
of industry sectors where the educational programs serve both students and employers.  Criteria should 
include:    

• focusing on the skill and career needs of a specific industry sector over a sustained period, and 
concentrating on a high demand occupations within that industry; 

• engaging employers in the industry for participation in program design, support, and work-
based learning opportunities for students, such as internships; 

• awareness of employment and career opportunities for graduates and emphasizing career paths 
into good jobs, reducing barriers to employment, and sustaining or increasing middle-class jobs; 

• supporting regional economic competitiveness by aligning education, industry growth trends, 
and workforce development planning; 

• engaging leaders through partnerships of education, industry and community members; and 

• incorporating assessment, feedback, and outcome measures to ensure responsiveness and 
flexibility to students, industry, and community. 

 

Industry Sector Fields of Study Occupations with Associate Requirements 

Health Care 
Allied Health 

Respiratory Therapist • Diagnostic Medical 
Sonographer • Radiologic Technologist • Cardiovascular 
Technologist and Technician 

Medical Laboratory Sciences Medical and Clinical Laboratory Technicians 

Finance and 
Financial Services 

Finance and Business 
Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks • 
Business Administration • Entrepreneurship • Logistics 
and Supply Chain Management • Marketing 

Manufacturing Advanced Manufacturing  

First-Line Supervisor and Production Management• 
First-Line Supervisor and Managers, Maintenance• 
Engineering Technician/Pre-engineering • Project 
Management • Automation • Robotics • Advanced 
Materials Welding • Technology Management and 
Leadership • Manager Quality Systems  

Information 
Technology 

Computer and IT Networking 
Computer Network Support Specialist • Network 
Administration • Cyber Security 

Computer and IT Programming 
Computer User Support Specialist • Data Analytics • 
Programming Technician  
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It is beyond the scope of this plan to identify specific courses, degree programs and curricular designs 
that are related to the four sectors in which the New UC should start building new AA and AS degrees.  
Some of these programs are offered now through the UC and these can be adapted, using the principles 
and techniques outlined here, to build a set of degree programs.  A key component to determining the 
curriculum and design of the programs of study is employer engagement.  What follows is more 
explanatory information for employer engagement in this context.  
 

Employer Engagement 

In creating its occupationally relevant educational programs, the New UC should deeply engage the 
Sioux Falls employer community as a whole and in specific sectors for the purposes of program 
development and participation.  That engagement should be both strategic—at the leadership and 
guidance levels----to look out over the long-term direction and trends of the economy and employment.  
Employers should also be directly engaged with design and operations of courses and with monitoring 
and assessment.  Employer advisory groups are common in many two-year institutions and often are a 
requirement of accrediting bodies.  Even so, most often these advisory groups are not strong, do not ask 
for a strategic view of labor markets, and are not engaged enough in the ongoing delivery of education.  
Employer engagement for the New UC means that employers in different sectors become partners in 

the design, advising and strategic guidance, and delivery of labor market related education.37  This has 
potential for shaping the way education is delivered through the New UC and the relationships with the 
employer community.  (See chart.) 38 

                                                           
37 See, Randall Wilson, “A Resource Guide to Engaging Employers,” Jobs for the Future, Boston, March, 2015.  
https://www.accs.cc/default/assets/File/DPE_AED/Resources/WIOA/A-Resource-Guide-to-Employer-Engagement-
011315.pdf  and Corporation for a Skilled Workforce, “Developing Market-Relevant Curricula and Credentials: 
Employer Engagement for Community Colleges in Partnerships,” http://skilledwork.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/01/EmployerEngagement.pdf, retrieved, April 18, 2017. 
38 Adapted from Susan Kannell, “What about Employer Engagement? Higher Education’s New Frontier,” Council for 
Adult and Experiential Learning, Chicago, July, 2014. 

EMPLOYER ENGAGEMENT 
EMPLOYERS AS ADVISORS AND SUPPORTERS (TRADITIONAL 

APPROACH) 
ENGAGED EMPLOYERS (NEW APPROACH) 

Attend business advisory committees, hear reports and sign-
off on courses. Hire graduates for their companies; 
involvement is episodic. 

Deep involvement in: 
Identifying critical competencies to shape learning 
objectives for programs and courses 
Program assessment and design of learning  
Develop work-based learning opportunities and define 
applied learning objectives (e.g. internship programs) 
Develop internship programs integrated with curricula 
Sources of adjunct faculty, investment, resources, 
equipment and materials. 

Employers respond to surveys and requests for information. 
Employers helped design, implement and interpret data and 
information about industry needs. 

Employers discuss importance of higher skills and provide 
examples of skill needs of skills gaps. 

Employers work with colleges overtime to strategically 
address current and long-term talent needs. 

Employers participated on an ad hoc or as-needed basis for 
specific purposes or events. 

Employers are continually involved in program design and 
refinement. 

Employers offer employees support for education through 
tuition reimbursement. 

Employers actively support education and credential 
attainment as component of career development and 
advancement. 
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The UC should form work teams for each sector to take on the tasks of creating the program and 
curricula; submitting for approvals new programs, courses, and faculty positions; building associated 
program features; and planning for enrollment.  The work teams should include sector representatives 
as well as faculty and student services representatives.  The teams do not need to be a fixed group or 
structured as boards, although they eventually should have consistent participation and cohesiveness.  
Employers should have a clear picture and understanding of what they are being recruited to and their 
roles.   
 
The New UC is fortunate to have an active group of employers now supporting the growth of the New 
UC.  Some of these employers can join with appropriate sector groups or recommend members to 
participate.  Initially, a group of employers will help validate the need for new programs, the scale of the 
need, and the basic elements of curricula and learning objectives.  This participation must be balanced 
and integrated with the requirements of program accreditation and the USD and Regents decision-
making processes.     
 
 

Workforce and Community Services -- Professional and Continuing 
Education 
 
Employers in Sioux Falls need good sources of short term training for specific skills or in specific 
technical procedures.  At the same time, often working adults need specific skills training for career 
advancement or to gain certification to perform a job.  In either case, it would be a benefit to the Sioux 
Falls community to establish a not-for-credit training arm of the New UC that could offer such courses 
and programs.  This is a source of revenue that some colleges in other locations run as a relatively 
separate business arm. 
 
While not necessarily a high priority in the startup phases of creating the New UC, professional and 
continuing education services are an important element of meeting community needs for non-degree 
courses and occupationally related training courses.  In addition, some of these courses and training 
programs can be linked to credit-bearing programs and become stackable credentials toward a degree.  
 
There are many examples of professional and continuing educational programs among community 
colleges; those that generate substantial revenues and those that include what amounts to an internal 
articulation between non-credit training and for-credit hours leading to a degree.  Some would be 
excellent examples to follow in building similar services in Sioux Falls. 
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Guided Pathways and Student Services -- Organizing Services for Student 
Success 
 
A reoccurring theme from our conversations and interviews with Sioux Falls’ leadership is the desire to 
build a UC model that strengthens student access and opportunity to postsecondary education, 
especially for students who do not currently seek four-year postsecondary education or do not typically 
succeed in traditional four-year programs.  Community leaders believe a New UC will provide greater 
access to nontraditional college going populations, including the groups mentioned above as well as 
working adults.  Community colleges are often the entry point for nontraditional college-going student 
and they are increasingly an institution of choice for students who wish to lower the cost of getting a 
Bachelor’s degree through transfer.  By carrying out community college-like functions, Sioux Falls 
leaders hope that the New UC will attract more students to postsecondary education opportunities. 
 
Increasing access to college is one part of the promise of a New UC.  An equally significant issue is 
helping nontraditional students develop a purpose, stay on track, and stay in school to complete a 
credential without unnecessary stops or wandering.  Many traditional community colleges have not 
performed well in these areas.  Fortunately, new practices are emerging that are proven methods of 
increasing completions and helping students identify pathways they will pursue.  Two of these methods 
are guided pathways and student success services.  What follows is a description of each. 
 

Guided Pathways Models  

A great deal of attention from educational research and policy makers has focused on the relatively poor 
completion performance of two-year postsecondary institutions.  Too many students start programs of 
study but never obtain a credential and too many students spend too much time and money slowly 
completing a program or wandering through courses without clear directions.   Particularly in labor 
market or occupational kinds of educational programs, low completion rates are especially concerning 
because they thwart career plans and waste talent.  Out of these concerns have come new techniques 
of program structure and organization designed to help students complete programs and follow clearly 
delineated pathways through programs of study and into employment.  These are grouped together 
under the rubric of guided pathways. 
 
The New UC can build its new AA and AS programs on a foundation of Guided Pathways that organizes 
and shapes programs, courses, and student academic engagement.  The sector work teams should 
become familiar with the Guided Pathway framework and draw upon expertise to help implement its 
strategies and methods.  The investment in this model will be repaid as students will be able to enter a 
program, move quickly through its structure, complete a credential, and enter a job and career.  A solid 
body of research now supports the effectiveness and value of this model.   
 
The chart on the next page describes distinguishing features of the guided pathway model in contrast to 
conventional status quo operations, programming and support services for most two-year institutions.  

(See chart on next page.) 39   

                                                           
39 See the brief description of Guided Pathways in Community College Research Center, “What We Know About 
Guided Pathways,” Columbia University, New York, March, 2015.  And, from the same source, “Implementing 
Guided Pathways: Tips and Tools,” Columbia University, New York, March, 2015. 
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CAFETERIA MODEL (STATUS QUO) GUIDED PATHWAYS MODEL 

ACADEMIC PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

Paths to student end goals are unclear. 
Programs are fully mapped out and aligned with further 
education and career advancement. 

Program requirements are confusing; guidelines for 
progression are not clear and consistent. 

Critical courses and other milestones are clearly identified on 
program maps. 

There is a lack of curricular coherence across courses, 
and students may not acquire needed skills. 

Student learning outcomes are specified across programs. 

Course schedules are unpredictable and often set to 
accommodate college needs, not student needs. 

Predictable schedules are set based on analysis of courses 
students need to progress on their plans. 

Curriculum in high schools and other feeders is not 
aligned to college requirements. 

High school and other feeder curriculum is designed to prepare 
students to enter college programs in particular fields. 

NEW STUDENT INTAKE 

Career and college planning is optional.  Academic plans, based on program maps, are required. 

Undecided students are allowed to explore on their own. 
Students are required to enter exploratory majors and choose 
specific programs on a specified timeline. 

Assessment is used to sort students into remediation or 
college level courses. 

Assessment is used to diagnose areas where students need 
support. 

Prerequisite remediation is narrowly focused on college 
algebra and English composition. 

Instruction in foundation skills is integrated into and 
contextualized with critical program courses. 

INSTRUCTION 

Learning outcomes are focused on courses, not 
programs. 

Faculty collaborate to define and assess learning outcomes for 
entire programs. 

Instructors are often isolated and unsupported. 
Faculty are trained and supported to assess program learning 
outcomes and use results to improve instruction. 

Metacognitive skills are considered outside the scope of 
instruction. 

Supporting motivation and metacognition is an explicit 
instructional goal across programs. 

Instruction is divorced from application and connection 
to applied work, career or community settings. 

Instruction and learning environment is integrated with career 
applications and with extra-curricular learning. 

PROGRESS MONITORING AND SUPPORT 

Student progress is not monitored, or there is limited 
feedback on progress. 

Student progress on academic plans is closely monitored, with 
frequent feedback. 

Students do not have a clear idea of what they need to 
do to complete program requirements. 

Students can see how far they have come and what they need 
to do to complete programs. 

Students’ performance in critical program courses is not 
closely monitored. 

Early warning systems identify students at risk of failing critical 
courses and initiate timely interventions. 

Communication between advisors and academic 
departments is poor; advisors lack accurate program 
information 

Advisors work closely with program faculty, with a clear division 
of labor for monitoring student progress. 

 
 

Student Success Services 

A critical task for the New UC is to organize and provide student services designed for the demographics 
of students who will be drawn to the New UC.  A focus on the Sioux Falls population will require UC to 
adopt and invest in new student support policies and practices with what is known as ‘student success 
services.’  In practice, student success services inform the guided pathways model discussed on the 
previous page.  Together student success services and guided pathways need to be integrated into a 
coherent structure and set of practices.  This will require significant new organization and redefinition of 
the roles and responsibilities of existing UC student services.  It should be noted that current USD 
student service models are not designed according to these models and thus cannot be imported into 
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the operations of the New UC.  On the other hand, there are many resources available to help plan and 
design student success services.  The chart below defines the principles of student success support 
services.  (See chart.)40 
 

PRINCIPLES OF STUDENT SUCCESS SERVICES 

Define Student Success and Establish Metric Goals 
A student-centered approach to educational delivery begins by defining student success. The College 
Board Advocacy and Policy Center identifies three student success indicators: retention; degree or 
certificate completion; and successful transfer to a 4-year institution. In the context of the New UC 
and Sioux Falls, an additional indicator of student success is the rate at which UC graduates secure 
employment in their chosen field.  These become the benchmarks for student services. 

Integrate Academic, Career and Financial Planning 
Help students identify educational and career goals and guide them to select relevant programs of 
study.  Use and familiarize students with career information and planning tools, labor market 
information and access to work-based learning opportunities such as internships in fields of interest. 
 

Provide Continuous Counseling and Coaching 
Engage regularly with students in a proactive, personalized, and integrated way to connect students 
to on and off-campus resources. Meet with students throughout college experience not just at intake 
or semester registration. 
 

Use Data and Early Alert Systems to Intervene with Students and Develop Academic, Financial, or 
Social solutions 
Utilize data analytics to anticipate course failure and program stop-out; support timely and effective 
interventions in both academic and social areas. 
 

Improve Transfer Articulation 
Build systemic pathways to facilitate student planning for steps leading to and after graduation; 
maximize credit transfer and degree completion.  
 

 

  

                                                           
40 Adapted from Achieving the Dream, “Integrated Planning and Advising for Student Success (iPASS) Initiative,” 
http://achievingthedream.org/resources/initiatives/integrated-planning-and-advising-for-student-success-ipass-
initiative, Retrieved March, 2017 and from Brian Bosworth, “Purpose First: The Emerging Framework and 
Resources for Strategy and Practice,” Complete College America, Indianapolis, 2015 
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Operations – Administration and Related Services   
 
The changing relationship between USD and the New UC will not only involve governance but also the 
operations of functional areas that colleges and schools assume as part of delivering services to 
students.  Education and educational institutions are far more than courses and student services.  It is 
important to consider these elements in planning for effective and efficient operation of the New UC. 
 
It is particularly important to identify the administrative, functional areas, and operational areas that 
can be carried out and administered by USD, those that can be administered by USD but delivered by 
the New UC, and those that should be wholly ‘owned’ and delivered by the New UC. 
 
Criteria for deciding who ‘owns and operates’ administration and services include: 

• Statutory requirements and responsibilities given to USD by state statute (legislation) and by the 
South Dakota Board of Regents; 

• Maintaining standards and conditions required by accreditation by the Higher Learning 
Commission and specific program accrediting bodies; 

• Maintaining fiduciary and accounting responsibilities across the institution and meeting 
requirements for distribution of federal financial student assistance; 

• Building a culture of student-centered orientation and educational services at the New UC; 

• Effective, timely and responsive service and information delivery to students and staff; 

• Efficiency and avoiding unnecessary duplication of process or staffing. 
 
Generally, staffing follows functions and the level of staffing for operations and services follows both the 
scale of operations and guidelines for each function and service.  For example, there are recommended 
standards for the ratio of staff to students in academic advising and student service areas.  In addition, 
accreditation standards and federal student financial aid requirements mandate adequate staffing for 
fiscal administration and financial aid offices.  
 
Applying the criteria to the following areas of operations and services, we identify areas that should be 
within USD’s administrative and service infrastructure and those which should be, as much as feasible, 
developed and delivered through the New UC.  (See chart.) 

 

Functional Area USD 
USD / 

Delivered 
at UC 

New 
UC 

Note 

Leadership  ✓ ✓ 
Though reporting to USD, executive 
leadership should all be located at New UC 

Academic Advising   
✓ 

Component of student-centered and 
student-success services 

Academic Affairs  
✓ 

 Component of leadership capacity and 
building student-centered culture 

Admissions/Financial Aid  
✓ 

  

Bookstore  
✓ 
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Functional Area USD 
USD / 

Delivered 
at UC 

New 
UC 

Note 

Educational and 
Instructional Technology 

  
✓ 

Component of guided pathways 
infrastructure 

Enrollment Services ✓ ✓ 
 Enrollment Services should have a strong 

on-site presence 

Finance/Business 
Office/Bursar 

✓ ✓ 
 Business office and Bursar should have 

offices at New UC 

Marketing/Community 
Relations 

  
✓ 

New UC should be able to draw on the USD 
resources but should be locally focused on 
the Sioux Falls market 

Information Technology  
✓ ✓ 

 

Institutional Research 
and Effectiveness/ Data 
Collection and Analysis 

  
✓ 

Over the long term, the capacity to use 
data for new UC decision-making and 
assessment is a component of a student-
centered culture and organization 

Safety  
✓ 

  

Special Programs/Grants 
 

✓ 
 Development of special projects should 

reflect New UC student needs and Sioux 
Falls community relevance 

Student Services    
✓ 

Component of student-centered and 
student-success services 

Student Engagement   
✓ 

Component of student-centered and 
student-success services 

Workforce Development 
/Community Education 

  
✓ 

Focused on Sioux Falls employer, labor 
market and community needs 

 
 

Costs -- Estimates for Planning, Implementation, and Growth 
 
This section outlines cost considerations in three areas:  a 12-month planning and development phase 
for implementing New UC elements and operations; operational costs for the New UC launch and 
growth; and descriptions of total costs and potential revenue sources for operations of the New UC as it 
achieves a steady state of enrollments, faculty, and personnel.  We do not address the cost associated 
with facilities or maintenance.  

 

Planning and Development Phase   

 
While a business plan can describe what needs to be done and some of the resources to accomplish 
tasks, implementation will require considerable planning, coordination and task management to move 
many pieces of this large-scale effort forward.  Adequate staffing and support is a key ingredient.  
Moreover, this effort will need to occur at the same time UC courses, operations and services are in 
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operation.  As a result, additional staffing and support is necessary to carry out the planning and 
development tasks outlined in this business plan.   
 
Staffing and support could come from hiring new staff or engaging contract consulting, or some 
combination of both.  The criteria and selection for staffing and contract consultants should focus on the 
ability to embrace the mission and vision of the New UC, manage complex projects, and knowledge of 
the elements of educational and academic program planning and implementation.  A consulting group 
should have also those capabilities and the requisite availability to stay closely involved. 
 
In addition, a planning and development phase should, from the outset, draw upon outside expertise in 
areas such as student-centered organizations, guided pathways, and student success services.  Regular 
convenings that gather both researchers and practitioners are an important means of gaining a sense of 
the overall landscape and importance of these elements as well as to build networks with practitioners 
who are familiar with the implementation and operation of the components.  Based on using 
professional full-time staffing, the following table shows a cost estimate for a 12-month planning and 
development phase. (See Chart) 
 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS 

Item Description/Features 
Estimated 12 
Month Cost 

Staffing/Leadership Executive position w/fringe $155,000 

Staffing/Assistance Mid-level position w/fringe $77,500 

Convenings 4 per year @ $10,000 $40,000 

Consultation with experts 15 days/year @ $2,000/day $30,000 

Travel (leadership site visits) 2 at $1,500 for 5 each visit $15,000 

Miscellaneous Supplies, Meetings, etc. $10,000 

 Total Estimate $ 327,500 

 
 

Projected Costs and Revenues 

First, we present faculty and enrollment projections for the first years of New UC operations.  These will 
ultimately drive planning for facilities, staffing, and overall cost of operations.  National data suggest a 
faculty to student ratio of 21 to one for two-year public institutions.  Using averages of proportions of 
full-time and part-time (adjunct) faculty, we project the New UC would need 30 full-time and 56 part-
time faculty to serve an enrollment of 1,800 (in year six of operations). 41  (See chart on next page.) 
 

                                                           
41 In community colleges, the national average percentages of full-time and part-time faculty is 30 percent full-time 
and 70 percent part-time.  See, Center for Community College Student Engagement, “Contingent Commitments 
Bringing Part-Time Faculty into Focus,” 2014. 
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The great number of variables affecting operating costs makes it premature to lay out budget 
parameters and figures for specific functional areas prior to a more detailed implementation plan and 
identification of a set of cost drivers.  For example, the costs for operations of a New UC depend on the 
administration and operations that USD will provide versus those that are assigned to operations of the 
New UC.  While we outline potential roles for an administrative and service infrastructure above, the 
decisions to further assign and delineate USD and New UC roles needs to occur before additional costs 
are projected.   Nevertheless, it is important for the Board of Regents, USD, and Sioux Falls community 
to have ‘big picture’ estimates of the costs and revenues associated with operating a two-year 
educational institution.  In that spirit, we present a broad description of costs and revenues below.   
 

We present our estimates based on the best available data on college costs and revenues.42  The data 
represent national averages and are not specific to South Dakota.  For the purposes here, the cost 
figures represent scale and order of magnitude and are used to project overall costs for a given number 
of students.  We also present national data on sources of revenue for postsecondary institutions and the 
proportions of those revenues that are applied to total operating costs per student.  However, caution 
must be exercised in interpreting these projections as there is considerable variability in costs across 
states and colleges.  
 
There are a variety of ways to estimate the costs of creating a new, small, two-year postsecondary 
institution.  We will use averages of expenditures and revenue from all sources per FTE student to 
estimate the projected costs of operations and amount of revenues for a New UC over a period of 
startup and reaching a steady state of enrollments of 2,500 student FTE and about 4,500 student 
headcount.  In 2013, the latest year available, per FTE student expenditures for public community 
                                                           
42 Data are drawn from American Institute for Research, “Trends in College Spending: 2003–2013 Where Does the 
Money Come From? Where Does It Go? What Does It Buy?” Delta Cost Project, January, 2016. 
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colleges was $12,952 calculated from the Delta Cost Project data.  This average and our projected 
enrollments for the launch and steady state operations are shown below. It is also important to note 
that the cost figures shown here are based on the full institutional costs of operating a college, including 
all administrative functions, facilities maintenance and capital improvement costs, and other costs that 
may not be costs for the New UC.  That is, some cost savings and efficiencies resulting from sharing USD 
operations and administrative functions could substantially reduce these estimates of total 
expenditures.  (See chart.) 
 

Estimated Expenditure Projections 
Average Expenditure per Student, 
= $12,952 per Year 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Steady 

 FTE Enrollment  400 600 850 1,100 1,500 1,800 2,500 

Expenditures 
(in thousands ,000 

5,181 7,771 11,009 14,247 19,428 23,313 32,380 

 
At first sight, these projections seem like large amounts of expenditures for a relatively small number of 
students.  To provide a check on the scale of these numbers, we took a sample of eleven community 
colleges and technical colleges of varying sizes, largely from the Midwest, to compare 
revenues/expenditures with the projections above.  The table below shows the revenues (revenues 
generally balance the expenditures) for those schools and the numbers of FTE and Headcount students.  
The average amount of revenue/expenditures per student among the schools below is $16,475 which is 
more than our per student costs of $12,952, derived from national level data. (See chart.) 
 

Institution State 
Total 
Revenue43 

Enrollment 
FTE 

Enrollment 
Headcount 

  Millions   

Des Moines Area Community College Iowa 164.7  15,166   36,861  

Central New Mexico Community College New Mexico 219.3  13,684   25,760  

Chemeketa Community College Oregon 302.1  11,131   29,802  

Texarkana Community College  Texas 43.8  4,000  NA  

Iowa Western Community College Iowa 47.7  3,680   5,300  

Western Kentucky Community and Technical College Kentucky  49.7  3,308   6,053  

Heartland Community College  Illinois 56.1  3,219   5,282  

Cowley County Community College  Kansas 30.0  3,115   4,388  

Iowa Valley Community College District Iowa  23.2  2,303   2,757  

Southeast Community College  Nebraska 31.9  2,226   8,231  

Richland Community College  Illinois 33.8  1,847   3,369  

Garden City Community College  Kansas 22.3  1,452   2,059  

Northwest Iowa Community College Iowa 17.1  1,144   2,631  

 

                                                           
43 Expenditure and revenue figures and enrollment figures are for latest years available from 2013 to 2017. Sources 
are from state reports, budget statements, college reports and documents retrieved from internet sites.    
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Revenue Projections and Sources of Funding 

Using national averages of revenue/expenditure per FTE student and the average distribution of 
revenues coming from different sources of revenues, the projection of revenues for enrollments at a 
New UC is shown below.  At 2,500 FTE enrollments, the estimated total revenue would be 
approximately 32 million dollars.  Also shown are the average percentage distributions of revenue by 
source of funds.  The average percentage for each funding source shown here masks wide variations in 
state-by-state distributions of revenues across funding streams.  In Illinois, for example, state funding for 
community colleges has shrunk dramatically over the last few years and is now approximately one 
percent of Illinois community colleges revenue.  In other states, state and local appropriations for 
community colleges account for over nearly fifty percent of revenues.  (See chart.) 
 

New UC Projected Revenue Based on Projected Enrollment and US Public Community College Average 
Revenue per Student, 2013 

Enrollment (FTE)  400 600 850 1,100 1,500 1,800 2,500 

Total Revenue (000’s)  5,181 7,771 11,009 14,247 19,428 23,313 32,380 

 
Average Percent 

of Total by 
Source 

Revenue by sources: 

Net Tuition 30% 1,548,400  2,322,600  3,290,350  4,258,100  5,806,500   6,967,800   9,677,500  

State and Local 
Appropriations 

47% 2,459,200  3,688,800  5,225,800  6,762,800  9,222,000  11,066,400  15,370,000  

Federal, state and 
local grants and 
contracts 

14%  703,600  1,055,400  1,495,150  1,934,900  2,638,500   3,16,200   4,397,500  

Auxiliary enterprises, 
independent 
operations, other 
sources 

10%  514,400   771,600  1,093,100  1,414,600  1,929,000   2,314,800   3,215,000  

Private and affiliated 
gifts, grants, 
contracts, 
endowment income 

1%  54,400   81,600   115,600   149,600   204,000   244,800   340,000  

 
The figures above and sources of funding provide a sense of scale and size of funding to support a New 
UC.  An obvious and important difference between the figures projected for New UC revenue, above, 
and comparison to other colleges is the category of State and Local Appropriations.  The South Dakota 
Board of Regents does not authorize two-year colleges.  There are neither state appropriations nor local 
appropriations (e.g. property tax) for two-year colleges.  Moreover, in the proposed relationship with 
USD it is not clear yet how the existing state appropriations for the University operations could be 
reallocated to provide ongoing support for a new UC.  Finally, average net tuition shown for the public 
community colleges is $3,871 in 2013 dollars; this is well below the current UC tuitions for enrollments 
in the regental institutions.  However, the focus on AA and AS degrees and certificates will require a 
significantly lower cost structure, tuition, and per credit hour costs than is now the case. 
 
Perhaps the largest immediate challenge for the New UC is designing reliable funding streams both for 
startup operations and eventual steady state operations.  While private funds from Sioux Falls, 
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contributions from local individuals or organization, and grants may fund the startup and first few years 
of operations, a relatively stable funding stream is a necessity for the long-term success and services of a 
New UC.  Without a tuition structure that is in line with other public two-year institutions and without 
additional sources of funding, we are uncertain if a New UC will be sustainable over a long period.   
 
On the other hand, the costs and estimates above for operating a New UC can be considerably reduced 
through integration of operational and administrative elements with the ongoing operations of USD.  
The costs of integrating students into the USD student information system, for example, will be far less 
than the costs of obtaining, maintaining and staffing an independent system for UC.   
 
A leadership group of the New UC, USD, and the City of Sioux Falls should form a task force as a first step 

to identify and develop a funding strategy and sources.44   

 

Timeline --- Three Year Estimate for Development and Launch  
 

The following pages contain a timeline and description of tasks to implement the business plan.  
 

  

                                                           
44 There are many resources available to help identify funding streams for two-year institutions.  For example, see 
State Higher Education Executive Officers, “SHEF: FY2014: State higher education finance,” Boulder, CO: 2014. 
Retrieved from http://www.sheeo.org/sites/default/files/project-files/SHEF FY 2014-20150410.pdf.  Although this 
document does not break out funding by type of institution, SHEEO is an important source of information and 
technical assistance on public education funding. 
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 New
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Form
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Finalize Initial New
 UC Program

 O
fferings for AA/AS Degrees 

and Certificates

Define Student Support Services

Establish Institutional Research and Effectiveness Capacity 
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Begin Year O
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 UC AA/AS Program
s

Year O
ne Data Collection and Form
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ents

Review
 Year O
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Begin Year Tw
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ents

Review
 Year Tw

o Data, Assess, Change

End of Thirty-Six M
onth Report and Recom

m
endations 
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New UC Planning and Implementation 36 Month Task Chart 

Time Frame 
Start/Complete 

Task Description 

Month One-
Three 

17) Establish New UC (NUC) governance and leadership group 
a) Determine accreditation status, definitions of NUC, requirements 
b) Execute new MOU with USD, Regents and NUC Leadership 
c) Establish leadership working groups 

i) Community and education leaders 
ii) USD and NUC leadership and planning group 

d) Begin to select Community Strategy and Steering Board (form in months 5-
6)  

 

Month One-
Four 

18) Develop cost model for budgeting and fundraising  
a) Define funding sources 
b) Seek support and funding for  

i) planning and development  
ii) operations  

c) Develop new tuition model 
d) Prepare funding case statements 
 

Month Two-
Five 

19) Set scale and growth targets, years 1-5  
a) Years 1-5 
b) Estimate numbers of initial enrollments by program 
c) Identify faculty loading requirements 

 

Month Two-
Three 

20) Identify USD services, administration, and infrastructure provided to NUC 
a) See list of functional areas in full report, page 36 
b) Determine staffing levels based on enrollment  

 

Month Two-
Three 

21) Identify NUC infrastructure development needs (based on above) 
a) Balance of functional operations areas  
b) Financial Aid 
c) Bursar’s  
d) Technology 
e) Marketing 
f) Workforce services 
g) Academic Affairs 
h) Student Services 

 

Month Three-
Eighteen 

22) Finalize initial NUC program offerings for AA/AS/Certificates 
a) Health, IT, Advanced Manufacturing, Business and Financial Services  
b) Name employer guidance group for each 
c) Identify staffing and faculty needs based on targets 
d) Identify curricula needs 

i) Best practice 
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New UC Planning and Implementation 36 Month Task Chart 

Time Frame 
Start/Complete 

Task Description 

ii) Employer engagement in curricular and course development 
iii) Employer engagement in work-based learning and course delivery 

e) Identify and define Guided Pathway model for each 
i) Hold convening of Guided Pathway experts 
ii) Use best practice models 
iii) Use Guided Pathway experts to build out program design 

f) Assess and select program providers  
i) Define specifications  
ii) Develop capacity to deliver Guided Pathway models 
 

Month Four-
Eight Design 
and Planning; 
Month Six-
Twenty-Four 
Buildout and 
Initial Services 

23) Define student support services, student success model 
a) Assemble team of experts in student success service practices 

i) Purpose First model elements 
ii) Hold convening of experts 
iii) Designs for services—assessment, advising, counseling, planning. 

b) Identify staffing and infrastructure needs for support services 
i) Space 
ii) Staffing/professional development 
iii) Technology infrastructure 

c) Build out career center services and organization 
i) Define best practices to incorporate 
ii) Form advisory groups of employers and experts in key sectors 

(1) Build industry sector partnerships 
(2) Engage community and local education  

iii) Build Work-Based Learning and Internships based on sector 
partnerships 

iv) Identify technology needs 
(1) Career information tools 
(2) Labor market information 

v) Develop collaboration with local education, community services, and 
other postsecondary partners. 

 

Month twelve - 
Eighteen 

24) Establish institutional research and effectiveness capacity  
a) In collaboration with USD and Regents’ capacity 
b) Develop key outcome measures for New UC 
c) Data collection and reporting procedures 
d) Staffing/professional development 

 

Month Seven -
Ongoing 

25) Launch marketing for New UC, launch and ongoing 
a) Name and branding for New UC 
b) Collateral materials 
c) Staffing/professional development 
d) Enrollment and registration 
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New UC Planning and Implementation 36 Month Task Chart 

Time Frame 
Start/Complete 

Task Description 

 

Month 13-24 26) Begin first year courses in New UC AA/AS programs 

 27) Year one data collection and formative assessment 

Month 21-25 28) Review year one data, assess, change practices 

Month 25-36 29) Begin second year courses in New UC AA/AS programs 

 30) Year two data collection and formative assessment 

Month 33-37 31) Review year two data, assess, change practices 

Month 33-37 32) End of project (thirty-six months) report and recommendations 
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Appendix A: Methodology for Needs 
Assessment 
 
Determining Key Occupational Groups 
FutureWorks identifies key groups of occupations for the demand-supply analysis in this report.  We 
relied on Market Street Service’s 2015 report as a baseline to identify the area’s predominant and 
targeted industry sectors (healthcare, finance and customer care, biotechnology, information 
technology, and advanced manufacturing).45  We added to these other targeted sectors identified 
through our interviews with business, economic development and civic leaders (energy and 
construction, business services, and tourism and retail) and public service sectors important to the 
region (education and social services).    
  
We then analyzed common staffing and talent needs across these sectors to identify occupational 
demand, and put these data into occupational groups that bring together many similar 6-digit SOC 
codes.      
 
Occupational Projections 
We then adopted an approach to analyze projected demand developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
for the occupations and occupational groups. The newer, more robust methodology results in 
significantly higher numbers of projected occupational openings than past BLS methodology.   The new 
methodology breaks occupational demand into three parts:  
 

1. openings due to occupational growth (new jobs created by expanding companies),  

2. openings due to workers exiting the workforce (retirements, discouraged workers, or parents 

halting their participation in the labor force to be with their children, etc.), and  

3. openings created by workers moving to different roles, but staying in the workforce.  

This third category is not captured in the past BLS model and accounts for the difference between the 
data included here and the lower projections numbers that are currently provided by state and federal 
statistical agencies.  BLS research shows that this new model better accounts for openings due to 
current workers changing occupations in a career.  For example, BLS research shows that the average 
worker exits or changes positions once every 10 years, which is the average rate of tenure in a job.  The 
rate of tenure varies by occupation (once every 35 years for a surgeon, once every 16 years for an 
actuary, and once every 5 years for a waiter/waitress) and are reflected in the different rates of 
openings for each occupation.  The new methodology recognizes new opportunities for job applicants at 
multiple points in their career ladder. BLS’s old methodology undercounted workers changing 
occupations in this way.   
 

                                                           
45 Market Street Services, “Sioux Falls Area Action Agenda Workforce Sustainability Analysis,” Prepared for 
Forward Sioux Falls, April 2015. 
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BLS will be implementing this new methodology as its standard beginning with the projections for 2016-
2026. As such, FutureWorks approximates and applies the new methodology to the projections for this 
report.46   
 
Determining Educational Attainment  
We rely on two data sets to gauge the educational attainment required for each of the occupations in 
our occupational groups.  These educational attainment data sets are particularly important to identify 
those occupations that are accessible to someone without a four-year college degree.   
 
The first data set is from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment Projections program, which assigns 
each of the 712 occupations to one of seven educational attainment categories. These categories reflect 
the single most common level of education typically required to enter the occupation. The categories 
are: 
 

• Less than a high school diploma 

• High school diploma or equivalent 

• Some college 

• Associate degree 

• Bachelor’s degree 

• Master’s or first professional degree 

• Doctoral degree 

The second data set, from the US Census Bureau American Community Survey, identifies the education 
distribution of occupations in the labor force. Georgetown University’s Center on Education and the 
Workforce has undertaken extensive research that shows that BLS’ categorization noted in the previous 
paragraph underestimates education required in the workforce.  The Georgetown researchers note that 
there is a consensus among labor economists that there has been a shift towards increased 
postsecondary requirements on the job across a growing share of occupations that previously did not 
require two-year or four-year college degrees.  In large part, labor economists explain this shift because 
of “skill-biased technology change” or the march of information technology that automates repetitive 
tasks and thereby increases the relative value of non-repetitive tasks in individual occupations.   The 
relentless engine of technological change, spurred onward by global competition, drives up skill 
requirements and demand for postsecondary education and training within occupations—all 
occupations, not just “professional, technical, managerial and high-level sales occupations.” 47    
 
For these reasons, we use ACS’ 2014 data set for the distribution of education among the workforce to 
supplement BLS’s educational attainment requirement categorization.  The ACS data set helps us 
identify some occupations that require postsecondary attainment that would otherwise not fit within 
the traditional BLS definition of educational attainment required for a job.   
 
Postsecondary Institutional Credential Completions 
Our methodology calculates the supply of credential completions for a universe of local and regional 
educational institutions within a 50-mile radius of downtown Sioux Falls.  This universe includes the 

                                                           
46 See a discussion of BLS’s new methodology at https://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_separations.htm 
47 Anthony Carnevale, Nicole Smith, and Jeff Strohl. “Recovery: Projections of Jobs and Education Requirements 
Through 2020.” Center on Education and the Workforce (Georgetown University), 2013. 
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following colleges and universities:  Augustana University, Avera McKennan Hospital School of 
Radiologic Technology, Avera Sacred Heart Hospital, Colorado Technical University-Sioux Falls, Dakota 
State University, Dakota Wesleyan University, Dordt College, Globe University-Sioux Falls, Mount Marty 
College, National American University-Sioux Falls, Northwest Iowa Community College, Northwestern 
College, Sanford Medical Center, South Dakota State University, Southeast Technical Institute, University 
of Sioux Falls, University of South Dakota 
 
We use the credential completions reported and organized by program of study by each private and 
public institution of higher education in the region through the National Center for Education Statistics’ 
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS).  We include the credentials or certificates of 
less than one year’s academic credit, certificates between one and two years of academic credit, 
associate degrees, Bachelor’s degrees, Master’s degrees, and PhDs (professional practice) codified in the 
U.S. Department of Education's Classifications of Instructional Programs (CIP). 
 
We project the supply of credentials using a straight-line projection based on past credential completion 
for each institution, award category, and program of study.  We recognize that projected credential 
completion, like the occupational projections, are not fixed - future credential completion will change 
based on enrollment, completion rates, and other institutional and exogenous factors in the labor 
market.   
 
Crosswalk from Postsecondary Credentials to Occupational Projections 
Our final step uses a crosswalk to build connections between the projected demand for the key 
occupational groups with program completions from public and private higher education institutions in 
the universe. We use the nationally generated SOC to CIP crosswalk – or Standard Occupational 
Classification (SOC) to Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) crosswalk – to complete this analysis.  
The SOC to CIP crosswalk links the skills and competencies needed for an occupation to the content 
delivered in an academic program of study.  Labor market and education experts from the National 
Center for Education Statistics (NCES) and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) generate the crosswalk. 
 
Limitations of the Data 
First, projections are not based on a pre-destined outcome. The future is ever changing, and economic, 
demographic and policy changes can have an impact on what happens to demand for jobs and supply of 
educated talent in an economy.  For example, most forecasts made prior to the Great Recession did not 
come to fruition as the sudden downturn in the economy had major impacts across many economic and 
social dimensions.  Demand projections included here are based on the trends and forecast that 
researchers from the Bureau of Labor Statistics consider will likely happen to the labor force, aggregate 
economy, final demand (GDP) by consuming sector and product, industry output, industry employment, 
and employment and openings by occupation.  Supply projections included here are based on current 
state of production among public and private institutions of higher education in South Dakota from the 
National Center for Education Statistics and do not account for changes in enrollment or completion 
rates that may or may not occur across institutions or in programs. 
 
Second, graduates are mobile.  We know that many of the individuals who receive degrees from this 
universe of higher education institutions may not come to Sioux Falls to reside and work. This is 
particularly true of the graduates from the state’s public universities that are located on the outer edges 
of the 50-mile radius.  Statewide data for FY2014, from the Board of Regents, show that 59.2 percent of 
students who graduate from USD are employed in the state one year after graduation, 57.8 percent 
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from SDSU, and 66.0 percent from DSU, respectively.48  We do not know how many of those students 
specifically will live in the Sioux Falls region after receiving their credential at one of those universities; 
we can only speculate that the region absorbs a minority of all South Dakota graduates.  Although there 
is no comparable South Dakota data for two-year institutions, national data show that graduates of two-
year institutions or less, like STI, tend to be less mobile, living and working close to the location of their 
campus after graduation. 
 
Sources of Data 
Bureau of Labor Statistics Annual Job Opening Projections (new methodology), 2016-2026; EMSI 2017.1, 
Sioux Falls MSA.  
National Center for Education Statistics, IPEDS, 2016-2026; EMSI 2017.1 FutureWorks projections, 50-
mile radius. 
 

  

                                                           
48 South Dakota Board Regents Dashboard, FY 2014.  
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Appendix B:  Postsecondary Enrollment by 
Peer City 
   
 

Total Postsecondary Enrollments in Institutions within 20 miles of Sioux Falls and Peer Cities. 

Peer Cities (MSA) Total Postsecondary 
Enrollment within 20 Miles* 

2 Year Postsecondary 
Institution Enrollment within 
20 Miles* 

Madison 62,725 13,454 

Omaha 47,767 21,303 

Lincoln 33,275 9,248 

Des Moines 30,561 22,313 

Boise 29,447 8,391 

Fort Collins 29,333 5,298 

Fargo 19,442 - 

Cedar Rapids 18,381 14,390 

Rochester 6,291 5,584 

Sioux Falls* 5,098 2,091 

Source:  US Department of Education, National Center for Educational Statistics, 2014-2015. 

Undergraduate enrollment, 2014-2015, public and private (non-profit only) certificate, associate, and 
bachelor's degree granting institutions within 20 miles of each city's central zip code, 2014-2015.  * Does 
not include University Center. 
Peer Cities identified by Market Street Services, “Sioux Falls Area Action Agenda Workforce Sustainability 
Analysis,” Prepared for Forward Sioux Falls, April 2015. 
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Appendix C:  Steering Committee, Planning 
Group, and Interviews 
 

Steering Committee 
• Bob Sutton, President, South Dakota Board of Regents 

• Jim Abbott, President, University of South Dakota (Chair) 

• Craig Johnson, Executive Director, University Center-Sioux Falls 

• Dave Rozenboom, Co-Chair, Forward Sioux Falls 

• Steve Statz, Chair, Sioux Falls Development Foundation 

• Evan Nolte, Former CEO, Sioux Falls Area Chamber of Commerce 

• Mike Huether, Mayor, City of Sioux Falls 

• Scott Lawrence, CEO, Lawrence & Schiller 
 

Planning Group 
• Jim Moran, Provost, University of South Dakota 

• Mike Card, Director of Continuing Education, University of South Dakota 

• Dennis Hedge, Interim Provost, South Dakota State University 

• Lindsey Hamling, Director of Continuing Education, South Dakota State University 

• Judy Dittman, Special Projects/Assistant to the President, Dakota State University 

• Jay Perry, Assistant VP for Academic Affairs, South Dakota Board of Regents 

• Craig Johnson, Executive Director, University Center-Sioux Falls 

• Rich Naser, President, University of South Dakota Discovery District and the Zeal Center for 
Entrepreneurship 

• Daren Ketcham, Director of Community Development, City of Sioux Falls 

• Vernon Brown, Forward Sioux Falls/VP for Marketing & Community Relations, SDN 
Communications 

• Jason Ball, CEO of Sioux Falls Area Chamber of Commerce  

• Lon Clemensen, VP for Workforce Development, Sioux Falls Development Foundation 

• Andy Patterson, President/CEO, Sioux Falls Area Community Foundation 
 

Interviews 
 

• Mike Rush, Executive Director of South Dakota Board of Regents 

• Bob Sutton, South Dakota Board of Regents 

• Kevin Schieffer, South Dakota Board of Regents 

• Jim Abbott, President, University of South Dakota 

• Jose-Marie Griffiths, President, Dakota State University 

• Barry Dunn, President, South Dakota State University 
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• Joe Zueger, Vice President, University Center Foundation; President/CEO, Workplace IT 

Management 

• Scott Lawrence, President/CEO of Lawrence and Schiller 

• Rich Naser, President, USD Discovery District and Zeal Center for Entrepreneurship 

• Mark Lee, Public Affairs and Communications Director  

• Daren Ketcham, Director of Community Development, City of Sioux Falls 

• Robert Griggs, President, Southeast Technical Institute 

• Jeff Holcomb, President (retired), Southeast Technical Institute 

• Betty Oldenkamp, CEO, Lutheran Social Services 

• Steve Statz, President, Board of Directors, Sioux Falls Development Foundation 

• Joanne Haase, Vice President of Community Engagement, Goodwill 

• Tad Perry, Executive Director (retired), South Dakota Board of Regents -  

• Dan Engebretsen, Chair, USD BioMedical Engineering; Director, GEAR Center  

• Mike Huether, Mayor, City of Sioux Falls 

• Aaron Anthony, Academic Services Coordinator, University Center 

• Jen Schelske, Manager of Student Services, University Center 

• Dave Rozenboom, President, First PREMIER Bank 

• Evan Nolte, President/CEO (Retired), Sioux Falls Area Chamber of Commerce 

• Andy Patterson President/CEO, Sioux Falls Area Community Foundation 

• Brian Maher, Superintendent, Sioux Falls Public Schools 

• Mary Medema, Director of Workforce Development (retired), Sioux Falls Development 

Foundation 

• Scott Reed, Director of Human Resources, Morrell/Smithfield Foods 

• Lon Clemensen, Vice President for Workforce Development, Sioux Falls Development 

Foundation 
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